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OPEN CYCLE THER.MOACOUSTICS

by

Robert Stowers Reid

ABSTRACT

A new type of thermodynamic device combining a thermodynamic cycle with the

externally applied steady flow of an open thermodynamic process is discussed and

experimentally demonstrated. The gas flowing through this device can be heated or

cooled in a series of semi-open cyclic steps. The combination of open and cyclic flows

makes possible the elimination of some or all of the heat exchangers (with their

associated irreversibility). Heat is directly exchanged with the process fluid as it flows

through the device when operating as a refrigerator,producing a staging effect thattends

to increase First Law thermodynamic efficiency. An open-flow thermoacoustic

refrigeratorwas built to demonstratethis concept. Several approaches are presented that

describe the physical characteristics of this device. Tests have been conducted on this

reiiigerator with good agreementwith a proposed theory.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

RefiigeratioU air conditioning, and prime power systems in widespread use today

rely on thermodynamic processes in fluids. Many thermodynamic systems are open, with

each mass element of working fluid passing once through its sequence of changes in

temperature,pressure, density, and entropy. Both mass and energy (in the form of work

and heat) cross the boundary of an open thermodynamic system. Examples of open

systems include ramjets, some gas turbines, internal combustion engines, and the

Brayton-cycle refrigerator with T — s path depicted in Figure 1(a). Other systems are

closed and cyclic, with each mass element of working fluid passing repeatedlythroughits

sequence of thermodynamic steps with only energy crossing its boundary. Such closed

systems include Rankine-cycle refrigerators and Stirling machines, and the closed

Brayton cycle power plant with T—s path depicted in Figure l(b).

Closed thermodynamic cycles need at least two heat exchangers for heat transfer

between the thermodynamic working fluid (often a chlorofluorocarboq steam, or helium)

1
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T

s s s

Figure 1. Examples of thermodynamic cycles using a gaseous working fluid. (a) An open thermodynamic
process: the Lagrangianpath in temperature-entropyspace followed by an air-cycle refrigerationsystem found
in jet aircraft. (b) A closed thermodynamic cycle: the Lagrangian T—s path followed by a gas turbine power
plant. (c) The superposition of an open process on a closed cycle: the Lagrangian T—s path followed by an
open thermoacoustic refrigerator.



and a process fluid (often air, combustion products, or water). These heat exchangers add

weight as well as reduce thermalefficiency by introducing irreversibletemperaturedrops

and viscous loss in both fluids. Open thermodynamic systems need fewer heat

exchangers since heat transfer can occur directly between the device and the process

fluid. The decline of the Stirlingengine from widespread use in the 19* century, and the

rise of the Diesel and other internalcombustion engines, occurred in large part because

the latterengines need no combustion-temperature heat exchangers and reject much of

theirwaste heat in theirexhaustinsteadof throughambient-temperature’heat exchangers.

When a process fluid must be cooled from a hot ambient temperature T~ and

delivered to a cold temperature Tc, these being the same two temperaturesthatthe cyclic

thermodynamic refrigerator spans, a substantial efficiency penalty is exacted ikom

irreversible heat transfer between the refrigerator’s cold heat exchanger at TC and the

incoming process fluid at T~. Even for an internally reversible cyclic refrigerator (i.e.,

having Cm-not’sperformance coefficient) cooling an isobaric ideal-gas streamwith mass

flow rate fi, the minimum power needed is

Wmti= mcp(q – TcrfTc (1)

where CPis the isobaric heat capacity per unit mass. Equation (1) is the heat removed

rkp(TH – TC) times the Carnot performance coefficient (TH– TC)/TC. This minimum



power is over twice the reversible power required by the First and Second Laws of

thermodynamicsfor thisprocess:

W,m +z(hc –hH)–izTH(sc –sH)

[= rncpTC- TH + T. @H/~c)]

(2)

where h and s are enthalpyand entropy per unit mass. This result can be viewed as the

difference between the incoming and outgoing flow availabilities h – THS.

These shortcomings are simultaneously avoidable. The process fluid itself can be

used as the cyclic thermodynamic working flui~ by superimposing its steady flow on

the cyclic flow needed for the thermodynamic cycle. Figure l(c) shows the T —s path

followed by this concept.

Descri~tion of Closed-cvcle Thermoacoustic Devices

Thermoacoustic devices use acoustic resonators with a high-amplitude sound wave

to generate appreciable temperature oscillations in a gas. The sound wave can be

generated therrmdly or mechanically. A coupling occurs between thermal and acoustic

energy when gas is allowed to oscillate near, and exchange heat energy with, a solid

surface. Thermoacoustic coupling is now being applied in closed thermodynamic cycles

to produce power or refrigerationwith few moving parts(Swi~ 1995).

4



Figure 2 depicts a closed-cycle thermoacoustic device. Key components in this

device include a gas-filled acoustic resonator, a large-area solid surface called a

thermoacoustic stack and heat exchangers located on either side of the stack. Depending

on the magnitude of the stack temperaturegradien~ this device can act as either a heat

engine or refiigerator. The thermoacoustic stack and the heat exchangers consist of a

series of parallel plates several solid-thermal-penetration-depths thick; one solid

penetrationdepth is 6,= ~’. The stack and heat exchangerplates are separated

from adjacent plates by a distance of several gas-thermal-penetration depths; one gas-

thermal-penetration

The sound in

depthis i$r=J=.

a thermoacoustic device exists primarily as a standing wave upon

which is superimposed a small traveling-wave component. Locations of minimum

amplitude are called nodes, while locations of maximum amplitude are called the anti-

nodes. Near the velocity node of a standingacoustic wave, gas displacement is small. The

displacement of the gas increases sinusoidally with distance from the velocity node. In a

pure acoustic standing wave the velocity and pressure phases differ by z/2. Adiabatic

compression of the standing acoustic wave raises the temperature of the gas while

displacing it axially toward a pressure anti-node. Adiabatic expansion of a standing

acoustic wave reduces the temperatureof the gas while displacing it axially away from a

pressureanti-node.
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Figure 2. Closed-cycle thermoaeoustic devices.
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The stack altersthe behavior of the acoustic wave. The temperatureof the gas about a gas

thermalpenetration depth from stack plates tends toward the temperatureof the part of

the plate from which it just came. Thermoacoustic engines produce work if heat is

transferredfrom the plate to the gas near the phase of greatest compression and heat is

transferredfrom the gas to the plate near the phase of greatestexpansion. Figure 3

shows an idealized thermoacoustic engine cycle for a small gas parcel near a stackplate.

An engine cycle begins once an imposed temperaturegradient across the stack is large

enough for a standingwave to appear in the gas. This cycle can be approximated by four

independentidealized thermodynamicprocesses andheat transferinteractions:

I.-II. The gas parcel absorbs work from its surroundingsand is adiabatically
compressed as it is displaced toward the velocity node

II.-III. Heat is transferred born the plate to the compressed gas parcel and
causes the gas parcel to generatework by transiting a small traveling
wave phase component to the resonator at constantpressure

111.-IV. The gas parcel does work on its surroundingsby adiabatically expanding
as it is displaced toward the pressurenode

IV.-I. Heat is transferredfkom the expanded parcel to the plate while work is
absorbed by the parcel

Similar processes occur to other gas parcels along the length of the stack. It should

be emphasized that this four-process cycle is a discrete idealization of the sinusoidally

varying path traced between the phase of pressure and density by a real thermoacoustic

cycle. These gas parcels collectively produce net acoustic work which is transmittedto

7
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Figure 3. Lagrangian view of the work-heat interaction foragasparcel neara
thermoacoustic stack plate in a simpli15edthermoacoustic engine cycle.
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the surroundings by a traveling wave. Mechanical or electrical power can be generated

when the work from thetravelingwave is absorbed by a transducer.

Thermoacoustic refrigeratorsrely upon similarprinciples to exchange heat energy

between the gas parcel and the stack plate. Thermoacoustic refrigeration occurs if heat is

transferredfrom the working fluid to theplate nearthephase of greatestcompression and

heat is transferred from the plate to the gas parcel near the phase of greatest expansion.

Figure 4 shows an idealized thermoacoustic refrigerationcycle for a parcel of gas near a

stackplate. This idealized cycle can be divided into four processes:

I.-II. The gas parcel absorbs externallygeneratedwork and is adiabatically
compressed while being displaced toward the velocity node

IL-m. Heat is transferredfrom the compressed parcel to the plate while the gas
parcel absorbs externallygeneratedwork

m-Iv. The gas parcel does work on its surroundingsas it adiabatically expands
while being displaced toward thepressurenode

IV.-I. Heat is transferredfrom theplate to the expanded parcel while the parcel
does work on its surroundings

The net effect of this cycle is a movement of heat along the stack toward a hot reservoir

andthe velocity node. Similarprocesses occur to other gas parcels along the length of the

stack. These gas parcels collectively produce refrigeration, from thermally or

mechanically generated acoustic work. The net effect is to absorb heat from a heat

exchanger at the cold end of the stack and to reject it to a heat exchanger at the hot end of

thestack.

9
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Figure 4. Lagrangian view of the work-heat interaction for a gas parcel near a
thermoacoustic stackplate in a simplified thermoacoustic refrigerationcycle.
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The oscillatory flow that is characteristic of a closed thermoacoustic device maybe

combined with an externally applied mass transfer through the stack — a feature

characteristic of an open thermodynamic process. The mass transferred through the

thermoacoustic stack can then be heated coole~ or be made to produce work. With a

steady flow of the working fluid through the stack there is a non-zero cyclic oscillatory

flow and a non-zero steady flow. The thermal efficiency of inviscid closed-cycle

thermoacoustic devices has been well characterized (Swift, 1988). The normalized

temperaturegradient, I’, is the ratio of the stack temperature gradient to the critical

temperaturegradient and describes the thermodynamic efficiency for inviscid (that is,

highly idealized) thermoacoustic devices.

Vqr=v~,it
(3)

If the local temperature gradient along the stack is identical to the temperaturegradient

imposed on an inviscid gas from adiabatic expansions and contractions without the stack

neither work nor refrigeration is produced. The critical temperature gradient r = 1

representsthis boundary between the inviscid engine and refrigerator.A stack behaves as

a heatengine when the stack temperaturegradient is greaterthanthe critical temperature

gradient (r> 1). Heat is transferred from the stack to the working fluid during its

compressed phase, and rejected to the stack fi-om the working fluid during its expanded

11



phase. Thermal efficiency for inviscid closed-cycle thermoacoustic engines is related to

Carnot’s efficiency by the relation: q = qC/r. Note that 17is just the inverse of Second

Law effectiveness for inviscid closed-cycle thermoacoustic engines. To prove this:

W = W,ev/r since q = W/~H, q~ -– ~,.,/Q~, ~d q = qC/r. The definition of Second

Law effectiveness for a heat engine is s = w/w,,V, therefore s = l/I’. Conversely, if the

temperaturegradient along the stack is less thanthe critical temperaturegradient ( r < 1),

the device behaves as a heat pump (or refrigerator). The performance coefficient for

closed-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerators with inviscid working fluids is related to

Carnot’s pefiormance codlicient by the relation: ~1= r” /3,,C.

Backmound

Until recently, devices that couple thermal and acoustic energy have been used in

few practical applications (ROC 1983). A rudimentaryform of a therrnoacoustic engine

was demonstrated by Byron Higgins in 1777. Higgins produced acoustic oscillations

inside a large cylindrical tube with a hydrogen flame placed inside it. These oscillations

resonateat the fimdamentalacoustic mode or one of the harmonics of the tube.

Devices resembling the proposed open-cycle thermoacoustic refrigeratorare even

more rare. In the 19ti century, Rijke noticed that a heated metal gauze located at about

one quarterof the distance from the bottom of an open vertical tube results in acoustic

excitation (Feldman, 1968). Rijke explained that the air currentthat flows through the

12



tube expands near the heatedscreen and compresses downstream iiom the screen due to

the coding of the gas by the tube walls. A relatedeffect was discovered by Bosscha and

also by Reiss who showed that a cooling element placed three quartersof the distance

from the bottom of an open vertical tube also results in acoustic excitation. Rayleigh

(1945) wrote that the excitations observed by Rijke, Bosscha, and Reiss consist of

compression and expansion oscillations superimposed on a steady upward convection

currentof air. Heat is transferredto the air atthe moment of greatestcompression while

heat is rejected from the air at the moment of greatest rarefaction. This explanation is

often referredto as the Rayleigh criterion(Feldman, 1968).

Close antecedents to the concept introduced in this work are believed to be pulse

combustion, as applied to the V-1 buzz bomb of the Second World War and to modern

residential gas fhrnaces (Zinn, 1986), and the Boreas cryocooier (Crunkleto~ 1988).

However, the pulse combustor does not use its oscillatory pressure in any thermodynamic

sense (only to pump air through the burner using check valves) and the Boreas cooler

does not use its superposition of steady and oscillatory flows to eliminate heat

exchangers.

Rijke’s tube and theproposed concept for open thermoacoustic devices sharesome

common features. Both Rijke’s tube and open thermoacoustic devices exploit a

conversion between thermaland acoustic energy. In contras~ however, a Rijke tube is an

acoustic heat engine with a steady flow produced by buoyancy forces, while the proposed

open thermoacoustic device is a refrigeratorwith an externallyapplied flow.
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Two well-known thermoacoustic effects in partially closed resonators are the

Sondhaussand the Taconis oscillations (Swift, 1988). Sondhauss oscillations occur when

heat is applied to the closed end of a gas-filled resonator.Taconis oscillations occur when

a temperaturegradient between cryogenic temperatureand room temperaturespans part

of the length of a resonator that is closed on the room temperature end. The Rayleigh

criterion provides a qualitative explanation of Sondhauss oscillations and (with some

extension) of Taconis oscillations, but a satisfactory quantitative explanation of these

oscillations remained elusive until the late 1960’s. Rott (1969) published the first of a

series of papers that considered these oscillations in long tubes with diametersboth large

and small when compared to the thermal penetration depth of the oscillating medium.

This work eventually led to a general quantitativetheory of linear heat-driven oscillations

(Rotg 1975) near solid surfaces where viscous forces dominate and velocity and force are

in phase. Rott’s theory has been since confirmed in numerous experiments, startingwith

Yazaki et al. (1979).

Recently, Rott’s theory has been applied to thermoacoustic engines, heat pumps,

and refrigerators at Los Alamos National Laboratory (Swift, 1992) and the Naval

Postgraduate School in Monterey, California (Garrett, 1992). A number of refrigerators

and heat engines based on the thermoacoustic operating cycle have been produced

(Hofler, 1988). Rott’s theory has been successfidly used to predict the performance of

these devices when they operate at low amplitude (Ward, 1994). Rott’s theory was

recently applied to experimental data taken with an open-cycle therrnoacoustic
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refrigerator (Reid, Ward, and Swift, 1998). Data from that article are more

comprehensively reported in this dissertationalong with additional results.
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CHAPTER 2

SOME FEATURES OF OPEN CYCLE THERMOACOUSTICS

Several simple examples serve to illustrate possible open-cycle thermoacoustic

devices. These examples are intended to put the refrigerator described in Chapter 4 into

context. For convenience, inviscid working-fluid behavior is assumed in the first part of

this discussion. Figure 5 shows four half-wavelength open-cycle thermoacoustic devices.

Common to each device is a resonator containing a gas thatsupports an acoustic standing

wave. Velocity antinodes are located at either end of each resonator. Also, common to

these devices are heat exhangers, a stack, an applied flow source, and an

electromechanical transducer capable of either supplying acoustic power to or extracting

acoustic power from the device.

The stack in Device (A) absorbs acoustic power, ~aC, supplied by the

electromechanical transducer. The power absorbed in the stack causes enthalpy to be

removed at a rate Q~ from the gas streamflowing toward the stack cold end as well as
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any heat at a rate Qc, absorbed by the stack at the cold reservoir. Energy conservation

requires that the heat rejection rate, Q~, is equal to ~X, plus the enthalpy flow rate

difference between the entering gas stream, tih~, and exiting gas stream, rnlzcand any

absorbed thermal energy rate, ~.

Reversing the flow direction produces the situationrepresented by Device (B). Here,

the gas stream is heated as it moves toward the hot end of the stack. Without applied

flow, both devices are identical and can behave as a heat pump or a refrigerator. (The

terms “refrigerator” and “heat pump” customarily refer to work absorbing devices that

~sfer heat from a cold to a hot reservoir. “Refrigerator” is used when the desired effect

is thermal energy removal from a cold reservoir. “Heat Pump” is used when thermal

ener~ rejection to a hot reservoir is desired.) The introduction of applied flow allows a

number of distinct mannersof use. Among these are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Device (A) operatesas a refrigeratorwith respect to the thermalenergy
reservoirs wtile cooling the applied flow thatmoves throughthe stack.

Device (A) operates in mixed mode, heat pumping with respect to the
thermal energy reservoirs while cooling the applied flow that moves
throughthe stack.

Device (B) operates in mixed mode, refrigerating with respect to the
thermal energy reservoirs while heating the applied flow that moves
through the stack.

Device (B) operates as a heat pump with respect to the thermal energy
reservoirs while heatingthe applied flow thatmoves throughthe stack.
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To simplify discussion, Device (A) will be called an “open thermoacoustic

refrigerator” since its net effect is to cool a gas stream passing though the stack.

Conversely, “open thermoacoustic heater” will be used to describe Device (B) since it

heats the gas stream flowing through it. This simplification is made with the

understandingthatmixed use of eitherdevice is possible.

The mean temperaturegradient, V%, along the stack of the refrigerator and heater

is less than the critical temperaturegradient VTcti. If the mean temperaturegradient is

increased to significantly exceed the critical temperature gradient, the thermoacoustic

device can operate as a heat engine. The desired effect of Device (C) is to produce

bile a stream of gas flows toward the cold end of themechanical work at a rate, WX, w

stack. Part of Q~, supplied at temperature, TH, and enthalpy from the entering applied

flow, fi~, generate an acoustic wave with standing and traveling components in

pressure and velocity. The traveling wave transmitsacoustic power that is absorbed by

the transducer. The part of ~* not used to produce work is either rejected to the cold

reservoir, ~, or is retainedby the flow leaving the cold heat exchanger, tihc. Energy

conservation requiresthatthe power generatedby the device be equal to the heat supplied

at the hot reservoir at a rate, Q~, the heatrejected to the cold reservoir at a rate, ~, and

the enthalpydifference between the enteringand exiting streams.

Device (D) also produces mechanical work at a rate, l?a, but heats a streamof gas

flowing toward the hot heat exchanger. Devices (C) and (D) are named in a manner
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analogous to the refrigerator and heaterpreviously discussed. Device (C) will be called

an “open thermoacoustic engine” since power is produced and the thermoacoustic and

applied enthalpy flows in it are from hot to cold Device (D) will be called an “open

thermoacoustic engine-heater” since the applied flow is heated while work is produced.

As with the refrigerator and heater, the introduction of applied flow through an engine

stack allows several additionalmannersof use:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Device (C) produces netpower from hot reservoir-suppliedheat andthe
change in enthalpyof the applied flow.

Device (C) operates in mixed mode, producing net power at the expense
of energy rejection to the device surroundings.

Device (D) operates in mixed mode, producing net power while heating
the applied flow that moves through the stack at the expense of heat
rejection to the cold reservoir.
Device (D) produces net power while heating the applied flow that
moves throughthe stack from heat supplied at the hot reservoir.

Open thermoacoustic devices have several interestingand potentially useful features.

First, they need fewer heat exchangers than the equivalent closed-cycle thermoacoustic

engine and refrigerator cycles shown in Chapter 1. The cold heat exchanger inside the

refrigeratorand heater andthe hot heat exchanger inside the engine and engine-heaterare

completely unnecessaryfor open thermoacoustic operation. Externalheatexchangersthat

transferheat between these internalheat exchangers and the thermalenergy reservoirs are

also eliminate~ reducing irrevemibility from viscous loss and temperaturedrops.
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Second, the working fluid

sound-speed inert gas such

in closed-cycle therrnoacoustic devices, typically a high-

as helium, must be sealed in pressure vessels. Open

thermoacoustic devices may require only modest structuresince they can be designed to

operate near ambient pressure. However, operation near ambient pressure has a

significant drawback: acoustic power density is proportional to the square of the acoustic

pressure amplitude. Open devices operating at low pressure would require a large stack

surface area to achieve power densities comparable to closed-cycle thermoacoustic

devices thattypically operateat mean pressuresof ten atmospheres or more.

Many additioml combinations are suggested by this discussion. The temperatures

of the entering and exiting streams might differ from their respective reservoir

temperatures. An open thermoacoustic reikigerator driven by a thermoacoustic engine

might be made without moving parts to make it more reliable than a mechanically driven

one. Limited time and resources necessitate the careful selection of a first open-cycle

thermoacoustic prototype. Choices such as thermally driven refrigeratorsare not suitedto

a well-controlled experimental demonstration since the measurement of acoustic power

produced by a thermally driven acoustic engine is difficult. The demonstration of an

easily characterized but inefficient mechanically driven prototype that can operate as a

refrigeratoror a heaterhas been selected for this work. The demonstration of the engine

and engine-heaterdevices awaits the work of others.
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Nondimensional Forms of the GovernirwEauations

In this sectiou a set of variables and relations that describe the state and linear

motion of a thermoacoustic working fluid over a stack plate are introduced. Proposed

continuity, momentum, and energy equations given in Appendix A will be summarized

along with the underlying assumptions used to derive them. The variables in these

equations will be cast in nondimensional form by identi~g the major scales of the

physical quantities. These scales will then be used to derive scales for the remaining

variables. The governing equation will then be normalized to obtain the similitude

parameters.Thermoacoustic devices exploit several naturalscaling relations between the

resonator and stack geometry and the thermophysical properties of the materials that

comprise it. The resonator length most conveniently scales to the fundamentalresonant

wavelength of the working fluid. Generally, the stack should be much longer thanthe gas

displacement amplitude. The spacing between thermoacoustic stack plates scales to the

thermal and viscous penetration depths of the working fluid. The thermoacoustic stack

plate thickness for high-power-density stacks relates directly to the thermal penetration

depth of the plate material. Finally, working fluid pressure and sound spee~ along with

the stack plate density and the radius of the resonatorscale to the total acoustic power.

Consider a stack consisting of a series of rigid soli~ impermeable, parallel plates

with length L in the x direction. The y direction is normal to the plate surfaces. Each

plate is 26, thick and separated from its neighbors by gas-filled channels with thickness

2y0, where yO- d, and yO- ii.. The values d, and c$~are the lengths heat diffuses in
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time I/@ in the solid and gas, respectively. Similarly, the value 6, is the momentum

diffusion distance in the gas over time l/aJ. For most gases of interest, 6.- 6Vapplies.

The coordinate system is defined so that y = O is the center of the gas-filled channel, and

-l-yOwe tie plate surfacesboundingeachchannel.The channel width in the z direction is

arbitrary (but in any case is much greater than yO). At x = O and x = L the gas-filled

channel above the plate edges is open. The gas-filled region is sealed and impermeable

along the plate edges on the & sides.

An extermdly generatedstandingsound wave with frequency ~ is produced in the

gas-filled region along the x direction with a radian wavelength much greater thanthe

stack length L. Since periodic changes occur over a standing wave cycle, the inverse of

the resonance fi-equency serves as a convenient scale for time-varying quantities. At a

point upstream of the stack is a region not affected by the presence of the stack plates.

This region is characterized by the steady applied flow terms U= U., V=o> P =Pref,

and T = T,~f. An externally applied flow of gas enters the stack at x = O and moves

toward x = L. In the space between plates, the relation among the stack plate thickness,

1, the free streamapplied flow velocity, andthe stack-entranceapplied flow velocity is:

l+yo
ua=um —

Yo
(4)
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This applied flow is superimposed on the oscillatory flow of the standing wave with its

velocity component parallel to the oscillatory flow.

The stack inlet (the reference temperature)is taken to be on the hot heat exchanger

side when the device operates as a refrigeratorand on the cold heat exchanger side when

the device operates as a heater. The acoustic power supplied by the driver and the

volumetric velocity of the applied flow are treatedindependent variables. The dependent

variables and theirdomains used here are

P= R(x)+ PJ(Y,z)+ Re[p,(Ly,z)eiw]

u = u. (x, y,z) + Re[ul(x, y,z)eiu]

v = Va (x, y,z) + Re[vl(x, y,z)ei~]

~ = ~.(x,Y,z) + Re[Wl(x, y,z)eim]

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

The relation for density found in Equation (5) applies for the other thermophysical

properties as well. Thermodynamic and thermophysical properties that appear in

dimensionless form are evaluated at the reference temperature and pressure. On the lefi

side of the equations are real variables. The oscillatory velocity and density quantities

inside the real operators are also complex. The mean density and the mean density

variation in the transversedirections are both real variables. The fwst terms on the right
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side of the three velocity equations are real quantities representing the applied flow

components of velocity.

Mass Continuity

The equation of continuity for a homogeneouscompressible substanceis

*+v. (pv)=o
i% (9)

The oscillatory components of density and velocity that are proportional to ei@ and the

time-independent applied flow components of density and velocity in the continuity

equation can be separated. Oscillatory terms smaller than first order and applied flow

termssmallerthan second order can be eliminated.

The velocity of the applied flow upstreamof the stack entrance is assumed to be

steady, uniform, and one-dimensional in the x direction. Consider a region positioned

near the middle of the stack at L/2 such that 6, << L/2. The channel dimensions make

the axial velocity terms much larger than either transverse component. In the mid-stack

region the applied flow partof the continuityequation can be takento be fi.dly developed.

In practice, fi.dly developed steady flow is justified over all but a short distance near the

stack entrance, 1, <<L. Applied volumetric velocity can change slightly due to the

dependence of the mean temperature and mean pressure on axial position. The mean
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pressure POvaries with axial position due to viscous pressure drop, but for the flow

velocities and gas region dimensions considered here, this change can be ignored.

Combining Equations (5) through (9), separatingthe non-oscillatory from the oscillatory

components, and eliminating unsteady terms and steady terms smaller than second order,

the mass conservation equation for fully developed applied flow throughthe stack is

(lo)

The inclusion of density in the derivative term reflects the changes in density with mean

temperaturethat can occur along the stack Each of the variables in this equation is real.

The axial applied volumetric flow rateis an integratedvalue across the transverseplane

(11)

The steady applied flow in the stack region then expands or contracts in response to mean

temperaturechanges with corresponding increases or decreases in the applied volumetric

flow rate.

Agai~ consider the region near the middle of the stack at L/2 such that fiv<< L/2.

Since both the stack plates and the h walls are impermeable, the z-direction oscillatory

velocity component is of negligible magnitude. The VI(y) component contributessome to
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pl (y). A no-slip boundary is assumed to exist for axial oscillatory velocity at the surface

of the stack plate so ~ (yO) = O. If the oscillatory velocity and density are integrated

across the gas-filled regiom the continuity equation for the oscillatory and applied flows

can be reduced to:

%. Re[(p,)iei-]+$po Re[U,eia] = o

The spatially averaged density, (pl), oscillates about a local value of pO and

gradient of oscillatory component of mass flow rate by @2. Combining the I

separatedsteady and oscillatory component equations, using the ideal gas state

and normalizing each variable using the identified scales j, ~ef, p,~, and L

dimensionless continuity relationin the gas-filled region between stackplates

(12)

The variables with a bar above them are dimensionless quantities.Definition

and dimensionless variablesintroduced laterare listed in Table 1.
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Table1.Listof SomeDimensi~nlessVariables

Variable Type and Symbol Definition Interpretation
Domain

Operating Frequency Independent j f/Lf Ratio of operating frequency to reference frequency (normally unity)
Global

Mean Pressure Dependent
Global

Dynamic Pressure Independent
Global

Time Independent
Global

Mean Temperature Dependent
Stack

Dynamic Temperature Dependent
Stack

Position Dependent
Stack

Position Dependent
Stack

Ratio of Specific Heats Independent
Global

Womersley Number Independent
stack

Applied Flow Velocity Independent
Stack

Oscillatory Flow Velocity Independent
Stack

Enthalpy Flux Ratio Dependent
Stack

Prandtl Number Independent
Global fluid at the reference condition

Po/Pref

Pi(w)/Pre/

!&

m)j%f

T(x)/Tef

xjL

YIYO

Cp/%

Yolt

‘a/frejL

u\/frefL

@o/H,

wefcp/&f

Dimensionless mean pressure of working fluid (normally unity)

Dimensionless time and spatial dependent dynamic pressure of working fluid

Number of cycles

Dimensionless spatially dependent working fluid temperature

Dnensionless dynamic working fluid temperature

Ratio of position along stack to total stack length

Ratio of position normal to stack surface to plate separation distance

Ratio of isobaric to isochoric specific heats

Ratio of oscillatory inertial to viscous forces

Ratio of acoustic period to transit time for a gas particle to traverse the stack

Ratio of oscillatory particle displacement length to total stack length

Ratio of the sensible heat flux extracted ii’omapplied flow to second order heat flux

Ratio of the molecular momentum diilks.ivity to thermal diffirsivity of the working



The dimensionless applied volumetric flow rate (~a) = U./fifi~ is a real quantity.One

possible interpretationfor (~=) is the ratio of the acoustic perio~ z= l/~, to the mean

transit time ~1= LAfiti/Ua for a gas particle to move across the stack. Another

interpretation for this quantity is the mean fractional stack length displaced by a gas

particle during a standingwave cycle. For the flow conditions thatwill be considered in

thiswork the hmits of thisparameterare –2.46” 10-2< (<a)< 2-56”10-2. The other group

(~,)= U,/fiAfl~ti is a complex dimensionless quantity whose magnitude is equal to the

oscillatory particle displacementamplitudedivided by the stack length. The magnitudeof

this quantity, for the conditions considered here, is typically 0.29 at the entrance of the

stack and 0.31 at the stackexit.

Momentum Eauation

Neglecting the second (bulk) viscosity, the momentum equation for a general

Newtonian fluid given in Landau (1987) and found in Appendix A is

J’[$+(V”V)VI=-VP+2[

++=%.3
‘ax. (7X, 3 %, )1 (14)

Focusing on the velocity component in the axial directio~ assuming constant mean

thermophysical properties (implying AT << ~), and assuming the axial viscous
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derivatives are small compared to the transverse viscous derivatives, the oscillatory

momentum equationreduces to

(15)

The dimensionless form of the oscillatory momentum equdion is

This equation expresses a balance between the driving longitudinal pressuregradien~ the

inertia of the gas, and the viscous fiction posed by the stack plate on the adjacent gas.

Near the plate the viscous term dominates. Fartheraway from the plate viscous forces

become small and inertia begins to dominate. For the spacing between stack plates

considered here the viscous term is more importantthanthe inertiaterm. The coefficient

of the pressure gradient term is the inverse of the product of specific heat ratio and

dimensionless frequency. The coefficient of the viscous term is the squareof the viscous

penetration depth, d,= ~~, over the half-distance between stack plates, yO. This

coefficient is the inverse of the Womersley number squared for oscillating flow where the

length scale is yO,the oscillating inertial force is contained in frequency, ~, and the
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viscous force is contained in the kinematic viscosity v. For the conditions in the staclq

thisparameteris of order unity. The parameterleading the pressureterm in Equation (16)

is of order 10 for a system consisting of an ideal monotonic gas.

Using arguments similar to those used to derive the continuity equatiow the applied

flow momentum equation in the stack can be separatedfkomthe oscillatory equation.

dPo + ~ d2u.o=–— —
(ix 4’2 (17)

This equation expresses the relation between the driving force imposed by the pressure

gradient and the dissipative viscous forces. For the applied flow velocities considered

here the magnitude of these terms are small. Again, the Womersley number for applied

flow through the stack is of order unity. Assuming then thatthe flow throughthe stack is

laminar,the dimensionless applied flow momentum equation for an ideal gas is

(18)

theparameterson the right side of this equation areidentical to those found in Equation

(16). Like the oscillating momentum equatio~ theapplied flow momentum equation is

valid for all but a tiny fraction of the stack length.
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Enerw Eauation

Ignoring the second (bulk) viscosity, the thermal energy equation for a Newtonian

fluid given in Landau (1987) andfound in Appendix A is

%+(’”v)s]( 1
2

SV.(KVT)+:M~‘i +*-%%+
,dxi 3&,

(19)

Within a thermoacoustic stack the dependence of mean temperatureon axial position is

changed by a non-zero applied volumetric flow velocity. This dependence can be

separated into applied and oscillatory components in the energy equation. Substituting

u%= (cP/T)dT – @?/p)dp andkeeping only first order terms, the simpltiled dimensionless

oscillatory energy equationin the stack is given by

2&Re[Ti.'2fi]+Re[41.''~]:-2ti&R.[Pli.'2fi]=$:;R
0

This form of the energy equation contains the usual inverse Peclet number term (with

Womersley number squaredas Reynolds number surrogate). For an ideal gas this term is

of order unity. The other terms are dimensionless angular velocity of order 10 and a

group containing the ratio of specific heats of order unity. The simplified dimensionless

energy equation for applied Iaminarflow of an ideal gas through the stack is
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(21)

the form of Equation (21) varies only slightly from that of Equation

numberfor the gas mixtureconsidered in Chapter4 is about 0.5.

(20). The Prandtl

Inviscid Short Stack Armroximation

The general resultsbased on Rott’s equation mentioned in Chapter 1 and presented in

Appendix A yield accurate solutions, but require lengthy integration. A simplified,

inviscid description of the effect of applied flow on the temperaturedistribution along a

thermoacoustic-refrigeratorstack plate is derived. This description makes use of the zero

viscosity assumptions described in Swift (1988). The result derived here is then

generalizedto describe devices other thanrefrigerators.

Consider a quarter-wavelengthstanding wave defined between 0< X < A/4. For a

refrigerator,the applied flow moves with increasing X toward the pressure node located

at X= A/4. At some reference positio~ X = X.ti, fa from the pressure and velocity

nodes, is a stack plate with domain 0< x <L. To lowest order approximatio~ all points

along this plate are assumed to have the same thermophysical properties, oscillatory

pressure, and oscillatory velocity as exists at the single position X,.f in the standing

wave. This assumption is reasonable since A/4 is typically much longer than the stack
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length, L. The stack end located at x = O has temperature TH. The opposite end of the

stackhas temperature Tc and location x = +L. For a refrigeratorconfigured like this, the

applied flow moves along the x-axis toward x = +L. The coordinate systems are related

byx=X– X,&+L/2.

For a thermoacoustic refrigeratorwith no applied flow, the oscillatory pressure wave

of the standing wave can be described by PI = p~e~(o)where the positive-real variable

P; = PA Cod%f /~) along the stack. Using the one-dimensional momentum equation,

ioJ20u, = –a’’l/dX, the X-component of oscillatory velocity

% = (PA /pOa)sin(x,.f /%)ei(-zl” where ~ ~ (p~/poa)sin(X,,f/%) at all

can be found:

points along the

stack. Here it is assumed thatthe stack thickness is much less than the spacing between

stackplates i<< yO.

The equation for the second-order enthalpy flux along the stack in terms of p,, U,,

~, material properties, and geometry given in Appendix A and (in abbreviated form) in

Rei~ Warc$ and Swift (1998) is

T~

[[
H,O,= fi2 =~Re pl~l 1– (f. - 7,)

(1+ 0)(1 -j”) ).

Po@ll’

+ 2@4fiti(l - C#)ll-fvf
Im[f. + dv]~

( )– AflutiK+ AwldK=oiid~
dx

(22)
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If the working fluid is

The complex function

assumed to be invisci~ c = O and the complex i%nction~v= O.

~~takes on the values O and 1 in the isentropic and isothermal

limits, respectively, so fK approaches zero if yO>> i$r. This fhnction is even quite new

zero one thermalpenetrationdepth from the stack surface. Without applied flow, the total

enthalpy flux equals the second-order enthalpy flux. Neglecting axial conduction in the

fluid and the solid Equation (22) simplifies to

(23)

for yO>>6, - 6V and where the global normalized zeroth

along the direction of acoustic propagation

order temperature gradient

is r = V~@/v~~i~ and

v~~i~= (T@MO/CP),.JCOtiX,ti/%). TOthis poin~ the discussion has followed the approach

takenby Swift (1988). The resultswill now be modified for thepresence of applied flow.

Equation (23) uses the convention: positive fiz flows along the stack in the direction

of increasing x. This convention is used here and will be used in the remaining

discussion along with the convention thatheat into the stack and work out of the stackare

positive real quantities.Since the second-order enthalpy flux for a refrigeratorflows from

cold to ho~ H2 is negative. Without applied flow, the stack temperatureis a nearly linear

fimction of position x. The superposition of a steady flow through the stack
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d(PUa)/dt = O and U.<< Iu,1, adds another second order term to the total enthalpy flux

equation

IItot =H2+H0 (24)

where PO = pOcPU#O. The applied flow moves toward the pressure node, so ~0 is

positive. If the stack is laterally well insulated the total enthalpy flux through it is

independentof position

:[112+EO]=0 (25)

Defining the overall temperature gradient across the stack V~,f, and the reference

temperature, ~,f, as reference constants such that ~,f >> V~~fL, this equation can be

rewritten

d

z [%fl~’[fw=o{26)

Combining the reference constants into the second term on the left side of the equation

( )( .re,/zJ ~produces a constant S = ~~f/’@f VT at contains the ratio of the applied-flow
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to the second-order enthalpy fluxes. The cotilguration considered in this example has

Hj@ >0, H~f <0, and VTM <O, so the sign of E is positive, giving the axial

temperatureprofile the exponential bow shown by the solid curve in Figure 6. Expanding

Equation (26) by substitutionof Equation (23) and the definition of fiO at the reference

conditions gives

d2& + ~ YoPocpua v~efvzrit d~ = o

~ AfltiJiKp;< (VTmf- V@ ~
(27)

Defining the exponential term u (= = 4yopocpua/Ayuti~rP:~:)(v?@vTtit/(vTef -f%)),

and solving Equation (27) with the boundary conditions at x = O, T = TH and at x = L,

T= TC gives the stack temperature ~ as a fimction of axial position

TO–T ~ =l–e-=

TC– TH l–e-m
(28)

The variable E contains the ratio of the applied-flow to the second-order enthalpyfluxes.

This ratio can also be used to describe the other devices previously mentioned. If the

applied flow direction is reverse~ then the situation depicted in Figure 7 results. This

device is called a thermoacoustic heater since its net effect is to move flow and

thermoacoustic enthalpiestoward the hot reservoir, H.
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Multiplying 5 by a suitable length scale (here taken to be the distance across the

stack), using ideal gas assumptions, using Equation (23) for X2, using the dimensionless

flow velocity (~a) = U./flAfluti, and arranging the result into a more natural order

produces the dimensionless group

By reversing the flow direction, Equation (28) can be used to describe the temperature

distribution across an open-cycle thermoacoustic heater stack. In this dissertation two

types of therrnoacoustic device will be tested the refrigerator and the heater. For both

these devices, H2 <0. Two additional types of thermoacoustic device, the engine and the

engine-heater,are also possible if the case ~z >0 is considered. Values for short stack E

corresponding to the experimentalconditions are included in Appendix B.
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Table 2. Inviscid Short,Stack,Assumptions

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.

18.

19.

Boundary iayer fIow over the stack plate.
Stack plate is much shorterthanwavelength of the standingwave: L<< A..
The magnitude of oscillatory velocity and pressure are uniform over the length
of the stack plate: ~ = constant and lpl = constant.
Fluid has zero viscosity so oscillatory velocity does not depend on lateral
distance from stackplate: p = O.
Stack plate temperaturedoes not change appreciably with time: dTO/dt = O.

Temperature dependence of thermophysicalproperties is neglected.
Stack plate has a given end-to-end temperature.
Neglect thermal conductivity along the length of the stackplate.
Neglect working fluid thermalconductivity in direction of sound propagation.
Mean fluid temperatureis constant in the direction transverseto the stack plate
and is the same as thatof the stackplate: ~O/dy = O.
Stack plate makes negligible thermalcontact with fluid fm from it.
Applied mass flow ratethrough stack is constantwith time: d(pU=)/dt = O.

Absolute fluid temperature is much greater than change in temperature across
StZtCk TO>> (dTO/u!x)L.

Absolute temperaturein stack is much greater than the magnitude of the first-
order temperatureoscillations.
Working fluid behaves as an ideal gas: p = pRT.
Standing-wave phasing between pl and Ml.
Stack has negligible effect on the standing wave so the standing wave is
described by simple trig functions which are positive real fimctions of X:

PI= lP~lcOs(X~/~)> %s= ‘il~A[(pOa)sin(xr.f /i).

Magnitude of the applied flow velocity is much less than the magnitude of the
f~st order velocity.
The stack plate has infinite heatcapacity.
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Dimensionless Enthalpv-FluxRatios

The group = derived from the inviscid short-stack assumptions gives a conceptually

satis~g description of the relation between the stack enthalpy flux and the curvaturein

the stack temperaturedistribution.Unfortunately, this formulation is based on a number

of fictitious notions. Among these is the assumptionthatthe dimensionless enthalpy-flux

ratio is constant along the entire stack In practice, both the zeroti-order and the second-

order enthalpy fluxes change considerably with position. This lack of realism severely

limits the applicability of the short-stack definition of ~. Two additional definitions for

~ are suggested below thatdepend on knowledge of the stack temperaturedistribution

of the applied mass flow rate, and of the second-order enthalpy flux at one stack point.

These latterapproaches to ~ are descriptive the curvaturein the temperaturedistribution

is assumed known. The approach to the short-stack ~ is (however imperfectly)

predictive: the flow-induced temperaturecurvatureis derived directly from other system

properties. The relation of these latter definitions to mean temperature profile and

thermodynamic performance is beyond the scope of thiswork.

A global definition of ~ can be taken as the ratio of the total enthalpy extracted from

the applied flow to the acoustically produced second-order enthalpy flux at one point in

the stack. The enthalpychange in the applied flow as it moves through the stack is

Ail. = H: – R: =pouac,(q – ~c)
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Consistent with aglobaldefmitionof ~, asecond-order enthalpy flux ~z at a single

stack position can be used. For convenience, a point is selected at the heat-rejection end

of the stack. For refrigeratorsor heatpumps the heat-rejection end is at” H”; for engines

and engine-heaterstheheat-rejection end is” C“. The global definition for ~ is then

(31)

where the superscript“ re~” can be defined at either f? or C. This global definition

requires knowledge of the temperature at the stack ends and the second order enthalpy

flux at some position. For a refrigeratorfilled with an ideal gas this deftition becomes

(32)

The values of this ratio for the datapresented in Chapter 4 are included in Appendix B.

This global definition of ~ is close to the short stack definition of ~ in character,but

with knowledge of ~2 at some point in the stack it is not limited by the short stack

assumptions.However, this global ~ still lacks information about the spatial distribution

of enthalpyflux along the stack length.
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With applied flow the curvature of the mean temperature profile can change

considerably with position. Near the hot end of a refrigerator stack the slope of the mean

temperatureprofile can approach zero or even change sign. The magnitude of this slope

increases as the applied flow moves toward the cold end of the stack. The local enthalpy

change of the applied flow component is

[)A+@) = *ua ~ v~(x)L
o y–1

(33)

where the scale L expresses the temperaturechange as if the local temperaturegradient

were continued along the stack length. For a stack with an adiabatic boundary and fi2

and HOknown at one point knowledge of the temperaturedistribution implies that~2 is

known at all other points

[1y[TH- T’(x)]iz2(x)=fi;+:ua—
o y–1

(34)

which suggests a definition for a local enthalpyratio:

(pO/~)U~(y/y-l)VT(x)L
‘(x) = ~: +(po/zJua(y/y - l)[L - w)] (35)
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The value of H2 can be computed accuratelyby solving th

Appendix A. An inviscid approximation to fiz can also

(short stack approximation). Another approach to calculator

the use of the approximation of Equation (81) found in

values for this ratio using the Chapter 4 data set and

outlined in Appendix A arepresented in Appendix B.

Cycle Remesentation in Phase ST

A T –s – x pathline is described for an inviscid gas:

cycle-thermoacoustic-refrigerator stack plate during its jl

stack. This pathline completely defines the thermodynamic

the assumptions listed in Table 2. While the boundary-lay

in the deftition of E, it is relaxed somewhat when calculat

Lagrangian temperature and entropy. A quarter-wavelen{

oriented so thatthe applied flow moves with increasing x

computation begins at t = O when the standingwave is in

gas particle is selected over the hot heat exchanger at x~

away from the stack hot end. The gas particle remains at

surface of the stack plate and is followed as it moves throw

cold heat exchanger. Computation ends after the mean p{
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passed into the cold heat exchanger and the standingwave is in its most expanded phase.

This computation interval also defines the particle residence time in the stack. Five

variables areused to describe the gas particle’s movement andthermodynamic state

( =(0+ Re[~lei@] (36)

u = U. + Re[ulei@] (37)

P = PO+Re[p,eim] (38)

T= TO+ Re[T1ei@] (39)

s = SO+ Re[slei@] (40)

where ~ represents the Lagrangian position of the fluid particle. The quantities

[~,u,p, T,sI and [@u,po, ~,so] are real numbers while [~1,Ul,pl, ~,sl ] are complex.

Simple positive real trig functions can be used to spatially describe the standing wave

between O<X< 1./4. To simpli~ the ma~ all points along the stack are assumed to

sharethe oscillatory pressure and velocity at a single positio~ X,,f, in the standingwave.

This assumption is reasonable since 1./4 is typically much longer than the stack. The

oscillatory pressure wave is pi = p~ei(o) where the positive-real variable

p: = PAcos(Xref /%) across the stack. Using the one-dimensional momentum equatio%

i~ou, = –dpl /dX, the x-component of oscillatory velocity can be found:

% = bA/pfJa)sin(%tf /%)ei(-T}2), where ~’ = (pA/poa)sin(X,&/k) at all points along the
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stick. These conventions allow Equations (36) through (40) to be evaluated for the path

followed by the gas particle which fmt passes through x~ and yO.

(41)

(42)

(43)

The phase shift in the complex exponential termsreflects the initialparticle displacement

toward the pressure antinode when the standing wave is in its most compressed phase.

The material derivative for temperaturecan be expanded to calculate the temperatureof

the gas particle moving throughthe stack

SubstitutingEquations (37) and (39) gives

(44)
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The first term on the right side of the equation is eliminated in steady state.The last term

is second order and can be eliminated as well. Since the magnitude of u=is effectively

second order, the third and fourth terms on the right side of the equation are negligible.

The first-ordertermsthatremain are

Integratingthe material derivative with respect to time yields the temperaturehistory of

the gas particle at Xfi when t= O:

UXH>YOJ)
aq [1 aT=%(~~,yO)+ Re[~ei@]+u=Xt+Re ~eia ~+

[

R~YilZ Y2~in2m ~ t 1

( )1
(47)

.— —sin 2tot
— ‘ax20 – 3Z–4~a

where

s aqP; RG+%z=—— ——, and
Po Cp ~ ax

Y = ~sin(x/%); Y2 = 1– e-”y’~’cos(–y/6~); Y~ = e-y’f’ sin(-y/ti~ )
‘ Po

The mean particle temperatureand its spatialderivative are found from Equation (28):
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1– e-=
q(x)=~.+(~c–~.)p

and

(48)

(49)

The standing-wave velocity defined in Equation (42) is also used to modi~ the solution

to a differentialequation found in Swift (1988) thatsolves T1

[

T1 . ETo+%—
Pocp 1:5[l-e-(’+i)y””l(50)

Combining Equations (47)-(50) and using Equation (42) gives the Lagrangian

temperatureof the fluid particle as a function of time where the position term appearing

in the exponential is < = uJ.

In a like fashio~ eliminating

derivativefor entropy gives

terms higher than fwst order from the material



Integratingthe entropy material derivative with respect to time and using the ideal gas

relation for isobaric entropy change SO=s: + CPlrI(TO/T~) and its first order

perturbation S1= (cP/TO)Tl – (~/pO)pl leaves

Uacp aTo ~_~qycpaq
m, Cos(at) +—— — ——cos(@t) +

q ax ~CO ‘Tax
(52)

R&

[(
‘~)(&s~2(~))+(.py3A,)(;-&sti(2@)—Y?, CPY2A1+ —

a )1

where Al = –Ra
[

ilT 1 a2T
J-sin(x/k) + A cos(x/k)+ + ~ 1—sin(x/%)~

PI) @

Representative conditions in the refrigeratorstack described in Chapter4 are given

in Table 3. The reference mean entropy s: is evaluated at 273 K. Figures 8, 9, and 10

show T –s, T – x, and s – x views of the above equations using Table 3 values. These

plots, dubbed the “flow slinky: trace the movement of a particle one thermalpenetration

depth above the surface of the stack plate in its journey across a refrigeratorstack. This

distance above the stack plate was selected since most of the work and heat transport

occurs near there.
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Description Symbol Value

Stack Length L 0.1524m

92%He-8%Ar by volumeWorking Fluid

Specific Heat Ratio Y 5/3

OperatingFrequency f 93.94 Hz

Mean Pressure Po 322,280 Pa

Stack Oscillatory Pressure P; 5816 Pa

Hot-end Temperature T~ 307.89 K

Cold-end Temperature TC 300.56 K

Stack Oscillatory Velocity %s 5.69 lllh

Applied Flow Velocity % 0.37 n-h

In three-space the T –s – x path forms a series of elliptically shaped helical spirals.

For the T–s representation shown in Figure 8 the phase of temperature leads entropy

and the spirals move from right to lefl in a counter-clockwise motio~ indicating thatthe

fluid in the vicinity of theparticle absorbs work from its surroundings.The entropy of the

fluid particle decreases in its traverse across the stack as does its temperature. The

magnitude of the temperatureoscillation remainsnearly constant while the magnitude of

the entropy oscillation doubles as theparticle moves horn hot to cold. The particle begins

its path at the phase of maximum compression. The gas parcel does work on its

surroundingsas it expands while being displaced toward the pressurenode. As the
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expansion reduces the parcel temperaturebelow that of the stack plate, the parcel begins

to absorb heat from the plate. The parcel absorbs external externally generated work and

is compressed and displaced toward the velocity node. Heat is then transferredfrom the

compressed parcel to the stack plate. The next cycle path passes over the preceding one,

making incrementalprogress toward the cold end of the stack. As the parcel moves from

the hot to the cold ends of the stack thereis a marked 20° counterclockwise change in the

angle of the cycle ellipsoid in T –s space.

The orientation of the cycle ellipsoid in T–s space gives an indication of the

distance of the particle normal to the stack plate. The path lines for particles in good

thermalcontact with the stackplate approach the horizontal (isothermal orientation).For

gas particles near the stack plate the temperatureand entropy oscillations are in phase.

About one thermal penetration depth from the stack plate, the gas around the particle

expands at high temperatureand contracts at low temperature, producing refrigeration.

For particles far away from the stack plate, the spiralsmove closer to the vertical (toward

the isentropic orientation). However, this movement toward the isentropic orientation is

limited by the movement of the particle down the mean temperaturegradient. For gas

particles fw away from the stackplate, the temperatureand entropy oscillations are again

in phase (i.e. there is no movement of heattoward the hot end of the stack).

The path line on the T– x plot shown in Figure 9 begins in the particle’s phase of

greatest compression when the particle is nearest the velocity node and at its highest

temperature.There is a slight outwardbow in the curvatureof themean temperature
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profile formed from the balance of the zeroth-order and second-order enthalpy fluxes

contained in inviscid E. Aga@ the particle motion is counter-clockwise. The path line is

tracked until the particle reaches a point of maximum expansion at the cold end of the

stack. As in the T –s plot, the temperature oscillation magnitude remains constant

throughoutthe stack as do the magnitude of the displacement oscillations. There is a 5°

counterclockwise change in the angle of the cycle ellipsoid horn the beginning to end of

the stack.

An s – x projection of the preceding plots is shown in Figure 10, which completes

the orthogonal set. Common with the T – x plot is an exponential curvaturein the mean

entropyprofile with position. The tendency for cycle loops to overlap is most pronounced

toward the stack entrance. The cycle moves in a counter-clockwise fashion with

decreasing mean entropy as the end of the stack is reached As with the T –s plo~ there

is a 20° counterclockwise change in the cycle ellipsoid angle as the parcel moves from

stack entranceto stack exit. The entropy gradient is also larger toward the cold end of the

stack.
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Some Performance Indices

Consider an open thermodynamic system containing a simple compressible

substance, which is in contact with thermal energy reservoirs that are not necessarily at

the same temperature as the applied flows entering or leaving the system. A general

expression for the principle of energy conservation for this system is given by

where heat into the system and work out of the system are treatedas positive quantities.

If the system operates in steady state, the time rate of change of any property of the

system is zero. Since the total energy of the mass within the system is an property of the

system there can be no change in the total energy in the system with time. For the case of

uniform applied flow across the system’s inlet and exit cross sectional areas, the energy

conservation equation reduces to

Q-W+~h(h+e, +ep)-~ti(h+e, +ep)=O
inkt exit

(54)

The kinetic and potential energy for low-speed gas flows are small compared with the

enthalpy. For a system with a single inlet and exit, the energy conservation equation

becomes
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Q-w+iz(hi-lze)=o (55)

The performance of a thermodynamic cycle can be generally described by the ratio of

a desired kind of energy transferachieved to an energy transferthatexacts a limiting cost

or penalty on the device or system. This performance definition includes, but is

somewhat broader th~ what is commonly called first-law efficiency. This definition will

be referred to as the “performance index” for a thermodynamic device or system. An

example of a performance index is the familiar coeffllcient of performance for a

refrigeratorcombining heatabsorbed QCfrom a low temperaturereservoir at Tc with the

cooling of an applied flow. In this case the sought energy transfer is sum of the

absorption of heat ~ at TC and the absorption of enthalpy fkom the applied flow as it

passes through the system from T~ to T=. The cycle penalty is the work needed to

produce the refrigeration. For this systemEquation (5) expands to

QH+&w+iz(hH-hc)=o
(56)

Solving for work in Equation (6), the performance index for the refrigeratorbecomes
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~ {Qc+w+-I-~c)]

*= QH+@i@+J (57)

The Second Law of thermodynamics statesthatthe entropy generated by a system and its

surroundingsmust be positive or zero. A general equation for the total rate of change of

entropy of a system and its surroundingsis

where the quantity Q~~~. is the heat transferredto the reservoim. For a system in steady

statewith uniform applied flow across a single inlet and exit Equation (58) reduces to

()dS Q,
‘(s,g-sj)+~~>o

z ,o,~= kk (59)

Applying the heat flows between the system and its surroundings,the equationreduces to

riz(sc-sH)-Q-$Lo
T~ T= (60)
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For a reversible system Equation (60) is an equality. Combining Equation (57) with

Equation (60) for a reversible system, by eliminating the waste heat Q~, yields a

performance index for a reversible refrigeratorwith uniform, steady applied flow

A,C.mt = -

+~+fi(h. -H]
Q(I - T~/Tc) - ti(hc -h~) +fiTH(~~ -S.)

(61)

The limiting case with no flow yields the familiar result for coefilcient of performance

for a closed-cycle refrigerator. Less familiar is the result for finite flow but no cold end

heat absorption. Other performance indexes for the simple open-cycle thermoacoustic

devices discussed in Chapter 2 are given in Table 4. The performance indices in Table 4

can be combined to yield the Second Law effectiveness for their respective devices. For a

refiigerator, the Second Law effectiveness is the ratio of the reversible to actual work

necessary to perform a given task. For an engine, it is the ratio of actual work to

reversible work for a given amountof thermalenergy supplied The value of Second Law

effectiveness is zero in the totally irreversible limit and unity in the reversible limit for

both device types.
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Table4.SomeIndicesof Performance

Device First Law PerformanceIndex Csmot PerformanceIndex SecondLaw Effectiveness

Inverse Prime Movers

Refrigerator
Figure 5(A)
Mode #l

Refrigerator
Figure 5(A)
Mode #2

m

Heater
Figure 5(B)
Mode#3

Heater (heatpump)
Figure 5(B)
Mode M

l%ime Movers

Engine(conventional)
Figure 5(C)
Mode #l

Engine
Figure 5(C)
Mode#2

/3,= .
-[& +)h(hH-h.)]

QH+&+fi@H-hc)

p,=. Q:
QH+&-m(~-hH)

p,=. -q
~H+&-m(k-hH)

p,= .
QH +rn(hc -h,)

QH+&-ti(&-hH)

km.! =
-[Q +I@. -hc)]

Q(I-TH/Tc)-ri&-It”)+rnq(%--s.)

L’b.,m,= ~
Q“

Q.(l-TC/T.)-rn(hc -h.) +rnTC(sC‘s~)

Zc.rmf= .
-Q

Q(I -Tfl/7J-rn(hc -hH)+rnTH(sc -%)

i72,c.rwl= ‘

QH + h(hc - h.)

QH(l‘T./T.) -@~ ‘h.) +rnT,(sc ‘s”)

%canw=dH(l - ‘C/TH) - ‘i(k ‘hH) + ‘TC(SC - ‘H)

q,,cu,no,= dC(~H/TC - 1)+ ‘(hC - ‘H)- MT’(SC - ‘H)

&(l -Tfl/TC)-ti(hc ‘h.)+~T,(sc ‘~.)
% = QH+Q -ril(lrc -hH)

~,= bH(l ‘TC/TH)-@C ‘~H)+tiTC(Sc ‘SH)

QM+~-li@-h H)

fjJl -TH/Tc)-h(hc –lzH)+rnTH(sc-s”
g, =

~,_ %(1 -Tc/L)-~(k ‘hff)+tiTC(sC ‘%)

QH+&-rn(&-hH)

fjH+&-ti(~-hH)

6’= Q“(l ‘TC/TH)-rn(hC ‘&)+ rnTC(sC ‘%)

&+& -il(hc -hH)

‘2= &(l - TH/Tc)-rn(hc -hH)+fizTH(sc -s”)



CHAPTER 3

APPLIED FLOW REFRIGERATOR AND EXPERIMENT

A schematic of the thermoacoustic refrigerator built for these measurements is

shown in Figure 11. The refrigeratorconsisted of a toroidal resonator with a total volume

of 0.0915 m3 filled with 92% helium, 8°/0argon mixture at 3.23-bars mean pressure. The

refrigeratorwas also successfully operated with 0.8 bar air, but the helium-argon mixture

provided larger, more accurately measurable cooling power. Four loudspeakers drove a

94-Hz fundamental resonance, with a fidl wavelength around the torus, with the

loudspeaker pair on one side of the resonator moving m out of phase from the

loudspeakerpair on the otherside. The pressurenodes of the standingwave (marked “N”)

divided the resonator into symmetric halves. The velocity nodes of the standing wave

were located in the enclosure behind each loudspeaker. The resonator and stack

assemblies absorbed acoustic power generated by the loudspeakers. The stacks were

positioned in the standing wave at a point close enough to the velocity node to reduce

viscous losses yet far enough away to allow formation of a temperaturegradientin the
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Figure 11. Schematic of a full wavelength thermoacousticrefrigeratorwith an externally applied flow. Labeled
“N” are the locations of the pressure nodes of the standing wave. “H” indicates a room temperature heat
exchanger and “C’ indicates a cold heat exchanger. The entrance and exit of the applied flow for the
refrigeratoris indicated by heavy arrows near the nodes. The cold heat exchangers are unnecessary for cooling
the gas.



standingwave. To ensure convective stability, the stacks were placed below the velocity

nodes so thatthe heat-absorption end was at the lowest point. This toroidal configuration

also allowed the refrigeratorto operate quietly when its pressure nodes were open to the

environment.

Lowkmeaker System

The intent of this experiment was to demonstrate the operating principles of the

open thermoacoustic cycle, not a practical device. Loudspeakers are typically designed to

have an acoustic output response independent of frequency over their operating range.

This tends to produce less-than-optimal electrical-to-acoustic conversion efilciency at a

single operating frequency. Repeated efficiency measurements were taken on these

loudspeakers during refrigerator tests. At no point did the electrical to acoustic

conversion efficiency exceed 45°/0. More-efficient linear motors, tuned to specific

frequencies, have recently demonstrated electrical to acoustic conversion efilciencies of ~

better than 90Y0. Such motors might be usefid in a practical mechanically driven open-

cycle thermoacoustic system. However, the loudspeakers used were ideally suited to a

low-cost proof of principle experiment.

Four loudspeakers [1] supplied acoustic power to the resonator. Speakerpairs were

contained within a hermetically sealed aluminum pod with penetrations for power leads

and water lines. Each speakerwas factory-equipped with a voice-coil-to-gas heatremoval

system. The forward motion of the speaker diaphragmcreated a rarefaction that allowed
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cooler ambient gas to enterthe magnet gap and flow around the voice coil. The reverse

motion ejected the heated gas behind the speaker magnet where it mixed with the

surrounding gas and was cooled. YeL with the restricted space behind each magnet and

with the large cuments applied to the voice coil, more cooling was needed to keep the

voice coil at an acceptable temperature.Under the speaker cone, a plate was attachedto

the pole magnet to cover a pre-existing cavity. Two holes were then drilled into the

magnet cavity from the rear. The holes allowed cooling water to pass throughthe cavity,

putting flowing water in direct contact with the magne~ which regulated the magnet and

voice coil temperatures. The temperatures of the entering and exiting flows were

measured with Type K thermocouples (marked “TI” and “TO” in Figure 17) [2]. A

variable-area rotameter indicated the water flow rate through each speaker cavity [3].

Flow rate and temperature data recorded during refrigerator tests were later used in a

system energy balance calculation.

A fimction generator [4] served as the sinusoidal signal source for the refrigerator.

The signal source provided both frequency and amplitude control to the overall system.

Four separatemicrophone mixers sharedthe function generator source signal. Each mixer

controlled the electric power delivered to one loudspeaker.The signal leaving each mixer

was fed into a power amplifier, with the ampltiled signal then routed to a loudspeaker

through coaxial cabie. To maintainthe z difference in phasing between sides, the signal

polarity to the loudspeaker pair on one side of the resonator was reversed with respect to

theopposing pair.
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The properties of each loudspeaker were

mechanical resistance, electrical resistance,

characterized by measuring Bl -product,

voice-coil inductance, and diaphragm

stiffhess. The B1-product of each speakerwas measured by applying increasing amounts

of weight to the loudspeaker diaphragm and increasing the direct current applied to the

voice coil while keeping the diaphragm stationary.Diaphragm position was monitored

with an optical sensor [5]. The slope of the weight-currentcurve yielded BQ-product. The

voice coil was placed in series with a signal source and a known capacitance. The

inductance of a voice coil was found by measuringthe electrical resonance frequency in a

circuit with known capacitance. To prevent Bh voltage contribution during the

inductance measurementthe voice coil was attachedto the magnet with epoxy to keep it

stationary. Speaker stiffness-to-mass ratio and mechanical resistance were found by

measuring the electromechanical resonance frequency while operating the speakers in

vacuum. Manufacturer-supplied data [6] was assumed for the mass of the moving

diaphragm. Some variability was found in these measured properties from speaker to

speaker, but none of these properties greatly differed from the manufacturer’s

specifications. Strong temperature dependence was noted in diaphragm stiffness.

Stiffness measurements were taken at several temperatures to account for this

dependence. These datawere laterused in the acoustic approximation calculation.

The rms electrical power supplied to each loudspeaker was measured with a

dynamic-signal analyzer [7]. These measurements were used to calculate loudspeaker

electric to acoustic efficiency and for the overall-system power balance. Two signals
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were used to measure the power supplied to each loudspeaker. The fmt signal was rms

voltage measured across the loudspeaker terminals. The second signal was rms voltage

measured across a precision resistor that sensed current supplied to the loudspeaker.

During loudspeaker operatio~ this resistorwas kept at 15°C by water cooling. Resistance

measurementsof the four precision resistomwere made at 15°C with a potentiometer [8].

The measured values of these resistances were typically 0.1000 CL These signals were

combined in the signal analyzerwhich computed the power-proportional cross spectrum

of the terminal and shunt-rms-voltage signals. These measurements were made with a

dynamic signal analyzer in swept-sine mode scanning a narrow range around the

operatingfrequency. The electrical power supplied to each speaker was then found using

the relation

%kJ%&7Jrlwe,,==;Re[zq = ‘ 2R,,U, cos(qti -%mtial) (62)

For the test results presented in Chapter 4 the phase difference between terminal and

shuntvoltage was typically 5.7°. With manufacturer-supplieduncertaintyintervals[9] for

phase and voltage measurements, and the uncertainty in the measurement of shunt

voltage, the overall uncertainty interval in the electrical power measurement was

estimatedto be ~4.6Y0 of reading (Kline andMcClintoc~ 1953).
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Due to these loudspeaker property variations, some difference was found between

the acoustic power delivered to the resonator by each loudspeaker at a given terminal

voltage. To reduce the difference, microphone mixers were used to control the terminal

voltage at each loudspeaker so thateach resonator side produced nearly equal amountsof

acoustic power. Balancing was also found to increase the loudspeakers’ overall electrical

to acoustic efficiency. After mixer adjustment, the side-to-side difference in acoustic

power delivered to the resonator was typically less than 2!%0.The balance of the

loudspeaker system was checked periodically. This balance was found to remain stable

over a surprisingrange of resonatordynamic pressureamplitude,

Accelerometers attached to loudspeaker diaphragms have been previously used

(Hofler, 1988) to measurethe volume velocity used to calculate the experimentalacoustic

power delivered to a thermoacoustic resonator. A simpler method to measure volume

velocity was used in this experiment, requiring only measurementof complex pressureon

either side of a loudspeaker diaphragm. The average gas volume behind the speaker

diaphragm was obtained by measurement. The mean pressure on either side of the

loudspeaker diaphragm was assumed equal. The gas held in the volume behind the

diaphragm was compressed and rarified by the diaphragm and can be assumed to follow

an isentropic path. Using these assumptions, the diaphragm oscillatory volumetric

velocity can be found by measuring the oscillatory pressure behind the loudspeaker

diaphragm. The volumetric velocity of the speaker diaphragm is related to isentropic

pressure-volume relation for the gas behind the loudspeaker diaphragm
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pvy = constant

DifferentiatingEquation (63) yields

(63)

Po@y)+~ydp = O (64)

Expanding Equation (64) and taking differential quantitiesto be f~st order perturbations

yields

(65)

The volumetric displacement amplitude, ~, of the diaphragm is then only a function of

theoscillatory pressure, p,, in thevolume behind the diaphragm:

y=-+=
Y Po (66)

using U1= io~ and rearrangingyields
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1 PI Bad
u, = –io.)vo–-

7 Po (67)

The time-averaged acoustic power transferredto the resonatorby the speakeris

~c=:j(i%)dt
o (68)

Rewriting Equation (68) in complex notation as the product of oscillatory pressure in the

resonator and the velocity of the speaker diaphragmyields

(69)

The complex conjugate of

acoustic power transferred

quantities:

U, substituted into Equation (69) produces a relation for the

between the speaker and the resonator in terms of measured
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Calculating acoustic power delivered to the resonator using Equation (70) requires

knowledge of the volume behind the loudspeaker diaphragm. This volume was estimated

using fabrication drawings of the loudspeaker housing, measuring the loudspeaker

frame’s volumetric displacementin water, andaccounting for the volume in the enclosure

taken by cooling lines and other irregularities. The volume behind each loudspeaker

diaphragm was estimated to be 7.90x10-3 m3 ~4Y0. The uncertainty intervai was

estimated using the method outlined in Kline and McClintock (1953). This method was

also used to estimate the total uncertainty interval for acoustic power supplied to the

resonator. The power delivered to the resonator by a loudspeaker was typically 27.0 W

*8. 8% when the pl-essure amplitude was pl I/Po = 0.0200. Measured values for

loudspeaker electrical and acoustic performance are included in Appendix B.

Resonator

Figure 11 also provides a 1:10 scale view of the resonator’s inner shape. The

resonator was a torus formed from pipe, elbows, tees, caps, flanges, plus several custom-

rnadefittings; all from polyvinyl chloride. The resonatorconsisted of an upper section, on

either side, a loudspeaker pod and stack assembly, and a lower section. The standing

wave’s pressure nodes (marked “N” in Figure 11) divided the resonator into lefl and right

symmetric halves. Each side of the refrigerator comprised half of the upper resonator

sectio% two loudspeaker pods, a stack assembly, and half of the lower resonator section.
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Flanges on the upper resonatorsection were placed atop the loudspeakerpods. Bolts

held rubber face gaskets between the pods and the flanges. Vertically-oriented straight

pipe sections linked the flanges on either side to 90° elbows. Custom-made conical

diffusers, 15.3 cm inside diameter by 36.8 cm long by 10.2 cm inside diameter were

attached at the other end of the elbows forming two horizontal sections thatwere linked

by a 10.2 cm inside diameter tee at the upper pressure node. The base of the tee was

connected to the flow delivery system at “U” in Figure 11. The arrows marked “U” and

“L” in Figure 11 show the two possible flow directions through the resonator. The

darkened arrow gives the flow direction when the device operates as an open-cycle

thermoacoustic refrigerator and the open arrow the flow direction when the device

operates as an open-cycle therinoacoustic heater.The lower resonator section resembled

the upper resonator sectio~ but flipped vertically to join with the bottom of tke stack

assemblies. The lower section’s tee was comected to the flow

Figure 11. Threaded rods were used with bolts to attach the

lower resonator assembly to the bottom of each speakerpod.

delivery system at”~ in

stack assemblies and the

The conical difiers were installed to reduce the importance of non-linear effects

in the refrigerator. If a standing wave with frequency j exists in a cavity of uniform

cross sectiou it may also co-exist with harmonics of frequency nf where n is an integer.

High-amplitude harmonics can absorb significant acoustic power horn the fh.ndarnentid.

Harmonic amplitudes can be reduced by careful choice of resonator geometry. With a

resonator having a non-uniform cross section, the wavelength for each mode shifts
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because the stiffness and inertia that each waveform experiences is different. In such a

resonator, harmonic amplitudes are reduced because harmonic frequencies do not

coincide with resonance frequencies.

The stack and heat exchangers do not greatly alterthe stifiess experienced by each

acoustic mode because they are fairly short and acoustically somewhat transparent.Large

changes in resonator shape are needed to produce a significant change in mode

frequencies. A non-uniform cross section was produced by placing the conical difhsers

on either side of the symmetric axis. These conical diffusers had a 7° included angle to

minimize streaming of the oscillatory flow from the inner wall of the diffuser. Acoustic

streamingis a steady flow component thatis induced by the oscillating flow. Streamingis

significant at acoustic amplitudes large enough for the resonating gas to depart from

sinusoidal paths (lPlI/pO-0. 1). Streaming velocity is proportional to the square of

pressureamplitude.

Harmonic content in a resonator can be estimated by solving the wave equation in

pressure and volumetric velocity. To accomplish this without resorting to numerical

integration, the acoustic behavior in the conical diffuser can be approximated by

assuming a step change in cross-sectional area located at its center of volume. Pressure

amplitudes match on either side of the step change in cross sectional area as do the

volumetric velocities. ‘

Consider the simple quarter-wavelength resonators shown in Figure 12. Figure

12(a) shows a resonatorhaving two cross sectional areasconnected by a conical dift%ser.
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Figure 12. Domain and key variables for (a) resonatorwith a diffhser and (b) its
mathematicalrepresentation.
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Figure 12(b) is its approximate mathematicalrepresentation.The left partof the resonator

has a uniform cross sectionaI are% Al, starting at X= O. This section continues untiI a

transitionin cross sectional area is made to~ centered about X= X,. The second section

transitionsto a uniform cross sectio~ A, up to X= X.. Two sets of plane-wave solutions

are possible for these resonators. One faily of solutions has a pressure anti-node at

X= O. Substitutingthe boundary conditions mentioned above into the wave equationsfor

pressureand volumetric velocity yields

+&x,) +M(knxe - Icnxt)=o
e (71)

Another f=ily of solutions has a pressure node at X= O. Substitutingthe boundary

conditions into the wave equations for pressureand volumetric velocity yields

fm(knxt)+ ~(knxe – knxt)=o
.! (72)

Given Al, A,, X,, and X, the wave numbers of the fundamental and the harmonics, k.,

thatsatis~ these periodic relations can be found. If the resonator’s wave number for any

of the modes above the fimdarnentalis an integer multiple of the wave number for the

fundamental, then those higher modes are susceptible to excitation by the fundamental.
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The wavevector k. was found numerically for the fimt few modes of each solution. The

resonance frequencies predicted by these equations were well away from any excitation

frequencies. It should be noted thatthisprocedure anticipatesonly the presence of modes

for a given geometry, and not the amplitudeof the modes.

The resonator was evacuated before being filled with the helium-argon mixture. At

times, evacuation pressures below 1 Pa were measured at the inlet to a diffusion pump.

However, the numerous fittings and the adjustmentsrequired during development of the

refrigeratorsystem made it difficult to maintainthesepressures. More typical was the 13-

Pa level that was obtained while the diffusion pump was operating. Once the resonator

was filled with helium-argo~ the positive pressure of the gas minimized resonator

contaminationfrom ambient-pressureair.

Gas cylinders filled with a mixture consisting of 92°/0 helium-80/0 argon were

procured commercially. In high-helium-fraction mixtures, small composition changes

greatly alter the properties of the gas. To ensure homogeneity in the helium-argon

mixture, each 23-cm diametercylinder was rolled across a 1-m distance about 100 times

before service. The

commercial gas was

fundamental frequency measured in the resonator filled from the

compared with similar measurementsmade with mixtures of known

composition extracted from separate helium and argon cylinders. The resonance

frequencies observed agreed within tO.5 Hz indicating that the commercial and known-

composition helium fractions agreedwithin ~0.2°/0.
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Refrkerator Sutmorts

To provide thermal and acoustic isolation, the refrigerator was hung from

scafllolding with dynamic climbing rope. The rope connected the sctiolding to supports

on the loudspeaker pods. Tests were initiallyplanned with a pure-helium filled resonator.

Unfortunately,the loudspeakersexcited a fimdamental vibration mode in the refrigerator

structure near the pure-helium acoustic resonance frequency. Piezoelectric

accelerometers attachedto the refrigeratorwere used to characterizethese vibrations. The

accelerometers detected three distinct motions at 120 Hz: (1) an x-direction out-of-phase

oscillation between the left and right loudspeaker pods, (2) an x-y plane rocking motion,

(3) an apparenttorsion between the left andrightpods about the x axis.

The unbalanced reciprocating motion of the loudspeakers drove vibrations in the~

direction and excited a low-Q mechanical resonance peak centered near 153 Hz. These

vibrations were not only a nuisance, they were also potentkd conduits for acoustic power

dissipation from the system. After some trials, use of a 92% helium-8% argon gas

mixture was found satisfactory to keep the acoustic resonance (94 Hz) away from the

structuralresonance frequency. While resorting to the helium-argon mixture reduced the

power density of the refrigerator(proportional to the product of mean pressure and sound

speed), increases in refrigeratormean pressure were made to compensate. By increasing

the mean pressure, the helium-argon filled resonator operated within 10% of the initially

planned design point with pure helium. An added benefit of this change was slightly

better mechanical-to-acoustic efficiency. The 94-Hz operating frequency placed the
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system nearer the -65-Hz mechanical resonance frequency of the loudspeakers’

suspensionsystems.

Insulation

Insulationwas required to reduce the thermalcoupling between the refrigeratorand

its surroundings. The entire resonator and speaker pods were contained in a large box

filled with 10-mm diameterpolystyrene packing beads. Instrumentcables, power leads,

and water lines were fed through the open top of the box. The efficacy of this insulating

method was laterrevealed in a comparison of the system electrical power dissipationwith

the thermalpower rejected through the water cooling lines and applied flow circuit. The

refrigerator was allowed to operate at pl~pO =0.0200 for enough time (typically 6

hours) to reach a quasi-equilibrium state. Thermal equilibrium was defined to be a state

when the discrepancy between the electrical power supplied to the refrigerator and the

power removed by the water and applied flow cooling systems fell below a few percent.

The discrepancy for the overall refrigeratorwas defined as

(73)

where V ‘~O,l,c-~Klec+2@0 and ~, =(PO/T)(T/Y-l)Ua(Tu-T~). Soon after

the loudspeakers were startedandthe gas in the resonatorbrought to lpll/pO = 0.0200, the

electrical power supplied to the refrigerator usually exceeded the power removed by the
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water and applied flow distribution systems by 20°/0. This discrepancy after 6 hours of

operation depended somewhat on diurnal changes in water supply temperature,but was

typically within ~3.OYO.

StackAssemblies

The stack assembly consisted of a room-temperature heat exchanger, a

thermoacoustic staclq and cold heat exchanger. The stack and cold heat exchanger were

contained in a section of 15.32-cm inside diameterpolyvinyl chloride pipe. Attached to

one end of the pipe was a flange. To the pipe’s opposite end was attached a hot heat

exchanger.

Several approaches to form open channels between stack plates were tried at fret.

These included the use of sacrificial spacers between plates, removed by chemical or

mechanical means. Finally, a loom was developed to form open channels by separating

individual fiberglass sheetswith threadsof epoxy-coated Nylon” monofilament line. The

loom consisted of an aluminum plate with a pattern of five alignment rods and 12

stringingpillars drilled into it. Numerous square fiberglass sheets, 15.24 cm on a side,

were pre-cut. Five holes were drilled into each sheet to allow sheet alignment during

fabrication and passage of the fiberglass supporttubes during final assembly. A sheetwas

placed on the loom plate and held in place with dowel rods through the five alignment

holes. The continuous epoxy-coated monofilament was then strung around the rods to

form a series of near-parallelstrandson the surface of the fiberglass sheet.
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A prototype set of stacks was produced by assembling 73 layers of these

monofilament-separated fiberglass sheets into a block The unsupported fiberglass sheets

forming the block were then cut with a diamond saw into hemi-cylindrical sections which

conformed to the inner diameter of the polyvinyl chloride pipe. The sections were then

inserted within the polyvinyl chloride pipe and held in place with five fiberglass support

tubes passing through the major diameter of the stack. These fiberglass tubes also fed

sheathed 0.5 1-mm diameter Type-K thermocouples to the center channel of the stack.

These prototype stacks were thenplaced into the resonator and used during early tests of

the refrigeratorsystem.

An improved version of the prototype stacks with more accurate temperature

sensors were later built for the final version of the refrigerator. The fiberglass procured

for the improved stack was found to have higher resin content than the fiberglass in the

prototype stacks. More resin made diamond saw cutting of individual sheets on layered

blocks impractical, so a different fabrication procedure was developed. Well-supported

sheets could be cut on a mill. However, the milling tool was unable to cut individual

sheets in the pre-assembled block into hemi-cylindrical sections as before. Instead

individual sheets were pre-cut to form the hemi-cylinder. The non-uniform distributionof

fiberglass sheet thickness necessitated measurement of individual plates thickness and

adjustmentof individual sheet widths to conform to the inside diameter of the po@vinyl

chloride pipe.
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A scale drawing of the stack is shown in Figure 13. The fd stack consisted of 142

parallel, 0.25-mm thi~ fiberglass plates with length 15.24 cm. The separation between

plates in the stack was 0.81 rmq maintained by the straight lengths of epoxy-coated

nyion monofikunent, aligned along the length of the staclG and located on 13.5-mm

centers. The separation between plates was about two thermal penetration depths of the

helium-argon mixture at the operating conditions. The resulting stack formed a series of

channels with a rectangularcross section 0.8 l-mm high by 12.7-mm long, except near the

outer diameter of the stack. The stack plate thickness was chosen to ensure negligible

plate flexure in the standingwave and to ease stack fabricatio~ ratherthan to optimize

thermoacoustic performance. While the selected plate spacing produced nearly optimal

power density in the gas regio~ the stack plate thickness was much greater than

necesszq, reducing the potential power density over the entire stack cross section. The

stack plate thickness was enough to impose the boundary condition ~(0)= O at the plate

surface. Fiberglass was selected to minimhe heat conduction along the stackplate in the

direction of sound propagation. The stack length was chosen to be much less than the

radian length of the sound wave but much larger than the oscillatory gas displacements

produced by the standingwave.

Stainless steel sheathed copper-constantan thermocouples with “special limits of

error” and 0.5 l-mm diameter [10] were fed to the central stack plate through a series of

five 3.2-mm outsi& diameterfiberglass tubes (marked “LOI” through “LIO” and “ROI”
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through“RIO” on Figure 17). The junction of each thermocouple was glued to the stack

surface with epoxy at 10 equally spaced axial positions in a rectangularchannel located

nearestthe center of the stack’s major diameter. The thermocouples were attachedto the

plate 3 mm to one side of the fiberglass tubes. The rectangular channel containing the

thermocouples was blocked at each end to eliminate acoustic power dissipation on the

thermocouple wires contained in that channel. The temperaturemeasured was produced

primarily by thermoacoustic heat pumping on the solid surface in the adjacent unblocked

channels.

Hot Heat Exchanger

Adjacent to and above each stack was a hot heat exchanger used to transferheat

from the refrigeratorto the environment. The gap between the hot heat exchanger andthe

stackwas minimized so thatthe oscillating gas was in contact with both during operation.

Orthogonal views of the hot heat exchanger are depicted in Figure 14. This exchanger

spanned 1.27 cm of resonatorlength. A rubber O-ring sealed the hot heatexchanger brass

case to the stack assembly on one face and a polyvinyl chloride pipe on the other face.

The exchanger’s single bank of eight 0.48 cm outside diameter copper tubes were soft-

soldered into its 14.8-cm inside diameter brass case and to its 80 copper fmi of 0.53-mm

thickness, and 1.27-mm separation. A copper-constantan thermocouple measured the

temperatureof one of thecopper fins. A total of 90 cm2 (52’%0of the case inside area)was
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open to gas. Manifolds connected the tubes at the inlet and outlet of the exchanger. A

copper-constantan thermocouple placed inside each manifold measured the water

temperature entering or leaving the exchanger (marked “LP’, “LU”, and “RI”, “l?O” on

Figure 17). The water flow rate to the exchanger W* measured with a variable area

rotameter. A valve attached to the rotameter controlled the water flow rate to the heat

exchanger.

The heat rejection rate from the exchanger was calculated from the flow rate and

manifold temperature measurements. This calculation was then corrected to determine

the thermoacoustic contributionto the heat rejection rateat the hot end of the stack in the

presence of applied flow. A control volume was drawn about the heat exchanger. A

balance was made between the thermoacoustic energy flux rejected at the hot heat

exchanger, the flow enthalpy through the control volume and the heat exchanger heat

removal. This balance for an ideal gas yields the rejected thermoacoustic energy flux:

where ~~ = ~P(~ – ~), ?~l is the temperature measured by the first stack

thermocouple, and TVis temperaturemeasured above tie hot heat exchanger. The second

and fourth terms on the right side of Eqyation (74) are equal, and the third term on the

right side of Equation (74) is zero. Uncertainty in the calculated heat rejection rate was
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typically less than ~8% of reading, but was a strong fimction of applied flow rate and

water flow rate through the heat exchanger. At 50 g/s water flow rate, the temperature

rise as the water passed through the heat exchanger was 4.8 °C/kW. The thermal

resistance measured between the copper tubes and the water flowing through them was

77°C/kW. The thermal resistance from the middle of each fm to its nearby tubes was

calculated to be 3.4°C/kW.

Cold End Heaters

A heat exchanger was placed at the cold end of each stack. The cold heat

exchangers allowed versatile measurements and control in these experiments, but they

were unnecessary for cooling the steady flow of gas itself. They also served to reduce the

transient time to equilibrium afier a change in applied flow rate. By holding the stack

ends at constant temperaturethe only temperatureadjustmentsrequired were at interior

points. An added benefit of the cold heat exchangers was to maintain the large volume

downstream from the stack at a nearly constant temperature.This minimized the shift in

resonance frequency as flow conditions changed. The cold heat exchanger, depicted in

Figure 15, consisted of a continuous nichrome ribborq 50.8-prn thick by 6.35-mm wide

forming a grid. Nichrome resistivity changes are small over a wide range of temperature.

The room-temperature electrical resistance of the ribbon was about 30 Q. Power from

voltage-controlled alternatingelectric currentwas dissipated in the nichrome ribbon. A

digital mukimeter detectedrms-voltage across the ribbon. A thermocouple was placed
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near each heater and connected to a temperaturelimiting interlock that cut power to the

heaters when the temperature exceeded a set point. This interlock proved particularly

useful once, during a malfimction of the loudspeaker power system.

Calculation of the power absorbed by the stack from the cold end heater required

some compensation. In the presence of applied flow, some energy was transferred by

convection between the cold end heater and the applied flow. The cold end heat

absorption rate was corrected for the convection component by measuring the

temperatureson eitherside of the heatexchanger and using the relation for an ideal gas

()(nPom),c,o ‘Q. +(m). +(~Pom)L -(=),=,0 +a L ~a(~clo -~’) (75)~ y–1

where ~a = E*/R,W., ~c10is the stack plate temperatureadjacent to the cold end heater

(marked “LIO” and “RI 0“ on Figure 17), and T= is the gas temperature is the lower

portion of the resonator (marked “U” and “RL” on Figure 17). The other termsreduce in

a similarmannerto analogous terms in Equation (74). The uncertaintyinterval associated

‘)with themeasurementof (TOpOslu, ~clowas estimatedto be t4.0°/0 of reading.

At@ed Flow Delivery

A two-stage compressor circulated the steady flow of the helium-argon mixture

throughthe resonator.Figure 16 shows a schematic representationof the flow control,
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delivery, and measurementsystemused duringhelium-argon mixturetests.Vinyl vacuum

hose, 2.54-cm inside diameter,reinforced with wire, connected the resonator to the flow

delivery system. The arrows (marked “U” and “L” on Figure 17) show the flow delivery

paths to the resonator. The darkened arrow gives the flow path when the device operates

as an open-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator and the open arrow the flow path when the

device operates as an open-cycle thermoacoustic heater. Gas was supplied from the

resonator through a hose represented at the lower right corner of the diagram. Two ring

compressors [11], (marked “RC 1“ and “RC 2“ on Figure 16) enclosed within a

hermetically sealed cylindrical housing, provided the gas delivery to the resonator. Gas

was compressed by the fmt stage compressor. The gas then entered a gas-to-water heat

exchanger (marked “P’ on Figure 16) located at the exit of the fwst compressor stage,

which provided intercooling between compression stages. The compressed and cooled

gas was then routed through the cylindrical housing to cool the motor casing of each

compressor. The gas then flowed through the second stage compressor exiting into the

second-stage heat exchanger (marked “E” on Figure 16) to remove compression heat.

Chilled water at 10”C, supplied from a 5-Ton refrigerationunit removed heat from

the compressor intercooler and the second stage heat exchangers. A separate loop

supplied chilled water to control the temperatureof a box containing the shuntresistors

used to detect the electrical currentsupplied to the loudspeakers.

The gas flow rate through the compressor assembly was controlled by throttling

flow to the suction side of the fmt stage compressor and by allowing some of the gas
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discharged by the second stage compressor to re-circulate to the suction side of the first

stage compressor through a bypass. The gas that did not circulate through the bypass

moved throu@ an expansion chamber (marked “Comphnce” on Figure 16) thatacted as

a low-pass acoustic filter. This compliance was added to reduce the magnitude of any

low-frequency velocity oscillations generated by the compressors. Pressure oscillations

were reduced by the inertance provided by lines connecting the compliance and the

entranceof the resonator.

The gas continued past the vacuum and charging system. The vacuum system

consisted of a roughing and diffusion pump in parallel and a thermocouple vacuum

gauge. The charging system consisted of several gas bottles connected in parallel.

The gas then moved to the flow measurementsystem througha filter-strainerthatwas

included to protect the flow measurementsystem from dust andminuteparticles. The gas

was routed through two Meriam Instrument Iaminar flow meters [12] connected in

parallel (marked “MM’). Normally, only one larninarflow meter was used to measure

flow rate,while the othermeterwas isolated iiom the flow circuitwith a ball valve.

A differential pressure formed across the laminar flow meter as gas flowed across

its well-characterized restriction.When the flow through the restrictionwas laminar, the

pressure drop across it was proportional to volumetric flow rate. Each meter was

calibratedby the manufacturerusing a MST-traceable ANSI Z540-1 standard.Before the

test series with the helium-argon mixture, the more ilequently used flow meter was

returnedto the manufacturerfor re-calibration and was found to be within tolerance. This
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meter was solely used for the results presented in Chapter 4. A Bourdon tube pressure

gauge [13] (marked “D” on Figure 16) sensed the differential pressure across the meter.

Since accurate flow measurement was critical, two additional differential pressure

measurementswere made with piezoresistive pressuretransducers[14] (marked “LI” and

“L2”). These transducersmeasured a differentialpressure across the laminarflow meters.

The signals from these transducerswere fed to a signal conditioning box with output fed

to a digital mukimeter [15]. The piezoresistive transducer measurements supplemented

(and for the test series reported in Chapter4, replaced) the Bourdon gauge as the primary

differential pressure measuring device. Before installatio~ the piezoresistive transducers

were calibrated at a 323 kPa case pressure using a water manometer.

The net mass flow rate supplied to the resonator was computed with volumetric

flow rate, temperature (marked “TA” and “TB’> on Figure 16) [16] and Bourdon tube

pressure (marked “P” on Figure 16) [17] measurements taken near the flow meter. The

flow finally passed through a filter strainerbefore returning to the resonator. Near the

resonator entrance a 0.65-cm diameter copper tube was placed that served as a reference

pressure for the dynamic pressure transducers. The volumetric flow rate at the inlet to

each stack was found by correcting for absolute pressure and temperature and assuming

thatthe mass flow ratewas evenly divided between resonator sides

(76)
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where the superscript“01” denotes the conditions atthe hot end of the stack.

The uncertainty associated with the measurement of volumetric flow rate had

several components. The uncertainty interval from the tolerances in the kuninar flow

meter was estimated by the manufacturerto be ~0.72’XOroot sum square of reading [18].

The pressure transducers used to measure differential pressure had several slight non-

linearitiesnear room temperature:a thermal sensitivity shifi and hysteresis thatamounts

to fl.04Y0 of full scale transducer output. The uncertainty associated with the

muhimeter’s measurementof voltage was _@.03°/0of reading plus two counts [19]. There

were also uncertaintiesfrom the measurement of temperatureat the flow meter, ~2.2°C,

[20] and in the stack ~0.5°C, [21] as well as the uncertainty interval. from the

measurement of absolute pressure in the resonator ~300 Pa [22] (marked “S-PM’ in

Figure 18). The total uncertaintyassociated with the measurementof volumetric flow rate

was estimated to be *3 .OOAat the lowest volumetric flow rate and _W.94’YOat the highest

volumetric flow rate. Side-to-side asymmetry in the mass flow ratewas not accounted for

in this estimate, and in any case, was indeterminateby this measurementtechnique. To

minimize potential side-to-side flow asymmetry, the flow impedance on each resonator

side was kept small and the temperaturesof surfaces on either side of the resonatorwere

kept symmetric during measurement.
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h@rumentation

Figure 17 shows the location of the thermocouples within the resonator. Two types of

thermocouples were used: Type K and Type T. The temperaturesamplingprocedure was

identical for each data set. Thermal equilibrium was identified by comparing the total

electrical power delivered to the refrigerator to the total thermal power removed by the

water cooling circuits. Data were collected once these values agreed within ~3Y0. All

temperatureswere read with a thermometerwith an electronically compensated ice point

[23]. Data were taken serially over a 30-minute period. A stopwatch was used to

minimize measurement bias by establishing a consistent data-collection time after

switching between thermocouple channels. Type-K thermocouples were placed to

measure the temperatureof the entering and exiting flows in the straightsections near the

pressure nodes (marked “T~ and “TO” on Figure 17). Another thermocouple was placed

near the upper pressure node (marked “TU” on Figure 17). Four movable thermocouple

probes 56 cm long were placed at the four elbows to measure the spatial temperature

distribution between the elbows and the stack assembly (marked “LV, “LL”, “RU”, and

“RL”). Each movable probe consisted of a tube containing a Type-K thermocouple bent

90° to place the thermocouple junction perpendicular to the oscillatory flow. This

orientation minimized measurement error from thermoacoustic heat pumping on the

surface of the tube itself near the thermocouple wire junction. Two additional

thermocouples were placed in the lower right elbow to measure the temperatureof the
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flow exiting the stack in refrigeratormode (marked “RM” and “RN” on Figure 17). Each

speaker was equipped with a thermocouple to measure the temperature of the pole

magnet (marked “S1” through “S4” cm Figure 17). Thermocouples were also placed to

measure the entering and exiting water temperaturesin the lines supplying water to cool

the speakermagnets (marked“11’’—’’4P’ and“10’’-’’40” on Figure 17).

The thermocouples in and around the stack assemblies were all Type T with

special limits of error [24]. Thermocouples were placed to measure the entering and

exiting water temperaturesin the lines supplying water to cool the hot heat exchangers

(marked “L.Z”,“LO’, “M”, and “RO” on Figure 17). A thermocouple was attachedto one

of the hot heat exchanger plates on each side (marked “L.H” and “RH” on Figure 17). A

thermocouple was also attached to one of the combs on each cold heat exchanger

(marked “LC” and “RC” on Figure 17).

Figure 18 shows the location of the sensors used to measure dynamic and static

pressure within the resonator [25]. Semsorsmeasuring dynamic pressure were placed at

each elbow and in front (marked “PF-L” and “PF-R” on Figure 18) and behind (marked

“PB-l”

threads

through “PB-4” on Figure 18) each loudspeaker diaphragm. Front-mounting

allow each sensor to be attached from the outside diameter of the polyvinyl

chloride pipe. The sensor’s reference tube was connected through a 1.59-mm-capillary

line to the reference manifold located near the upper pressure node. Before use, the

factory calibrationcurves for each sensorwere confirmed by comparing each sensor’s
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signal response to a series of known pressures. After sensor installation, in-situ

calibration checks were periodically conducted by taking measurements during system

pressurization. An electrical circuit provided a 1O-Vdc excitation to the sensor’s resistor

bridge and signal conditioning. The output from this circuit was fed to a dynamic signal

analyzer that sensed a complex voltage proportional to and in phase with the oscillatory

pressure. To diagnose and eliminate ground-loop errors in the pressure measurement

system the signal analyzer readings were occasionally compared to the readings from a

lock-in amplifier [26]. The discrepancy in pressure amplitude measurementsbetween the

signal analyzer and the lock-in amplifier was typically less than ~0.5Y0 of reading. A

transducer (marked “S-.PM’ on Figure 18) was placed on the upper left elbow of the

resomtor to measure the mean pressure of the system referenced to atmosphericpressure.

The transducer output was fed through a signal conditioning box and was read by a

digital voltmeter [27]. Atmospheric pressure near the refrigerator was measuredlwith a

Bourdon pressure gauge referenced to vacuum [28].

Pressure sensors were also placed at each elbow (marked “UE-L” through “LE-R” in

Figure 18) to measure the magnitude and phase of pressure, to characterizethe standing

wave and to verifi standing-wave symmetry. The resonance frequency and Q of the

resonator were determined by scanning tiequencies with the dynamic signal analyzer in

swept-sine mode. These measurements were made at low amplitude to minimize

thermoacoustically-induced temperature changes in the stack during each sweep. The

magnitude and phase of pressure within the resonator was measured as a function of
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frequency. These measurementswere compared to the linear acoustic model with good

agreement in the resonato~ the resonance frequency agreed within 1 Hz and Q differed

by a few percent. Measured Q for the resonator was about 7. Some difference between

the linear acoustic model and measurementwas found in the pressure phasing aroundthe

loudspeakers. This was attributedto limitations in the linear acoustic model calculation

for the loudspeakers.

Water continuously flowed through the loudspeaker cooling cavities and the hot

heat exchanger. A typical experiment began early in the morning with the startingof the

loudspeaker system with an automatic timer. This allowed the loudspeakers and their

massive aluminum housings to approach an equilibrium temperature.A few hours later,

adjustmentswere made to mean pressureandthe flow delivery system was brought to the

desired flow rate. The temperaturedifference across the stack was then established by

adjusting the water flow rate through the hot heat exchangers and the power supplied to

the cold-end heaters. Periodic minor adjustmentswere necessary to prevent the system

from drifting from the established values of pO,resonance frequency, Ipl, T~, and Tc.I
These values were sensitive to changes in atmospheric pressure, cooling water source

pressure and temperature,as well as electrical line voltage. Once equilibrium conditions

were established by the heat balance between the electrical dissipation and the therrnal-

energ removal rate, data collection began. Each dataset consisted of approximately 100

separate measurements manually recorded over a 30-minute period. A summary of the

reduced data sets is tabulatedin Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of applied flow rate on stack performance was demonstrated through a

series of controlled tests using 92°/0 helium 8°/0 argon mixture as the thermoacoustic

working fluid. In these tests, the stacks were configured as either the Device (A) open-

cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator or the Device (B) open-cycle thermoacoustic heater

shown in Figure 5. The values of lpl~pO, T~, and Tc were held constant by adjusting the

water flow rate through the hot heat exchanger, the loudspeaker power, and the electric

power ~.~c supplied to the stack from the cold heat exchanger. This resulted in a

condition that kept resonator geometry, fluid properties, p,, pO, T~, and Tc as freed

values. The resonator geometry and working fluid selection determined the resonance

frequency f. The effect of U. on the dependent variables ~(x), ~, Q~, and W~Cwas

then measured. A narrow T~ – Tc was selected for these tests to allow Qc to be varied

over a range of applied flow rate. Only TO(X), @, and Q~ significantly changed with U=.
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The pressure amplitude was kept at lpl~pO= 0.0200 to allow the results to be

predictable by Rott’s linear acoustic theory as amplified in Appendix A. Refrigerator

operation at considerably higher amplitude was possible; however, non-linearity would

have been introduced into the system from streaming, turbulence, and curvature along

adiabats. Instead, a measurable power density was obtained by working-fluid selection

and operation athigh enough mean pressure.

As U. was increas~ ~(x) along the stack was distorted from a near linearprofile to

a profile with exponentialcurvature.When U= was made increasingly positive, it became

necessary to reduce ~ to keep TH– Tc constant. During this transition toward higher

U., there developed a functional relationbetween ~ and MO which produced a change

in total cooling power ( QC+ ~0 ) with U=. When the device operated as an open-cycle

thermoacoustic heater,it became necessaryto increase ~ to keep T. – Tc constant.

Figure 19 is a plot of acoustic power delivered to the resonator during these tests

versus applied flow rate.The gray-scale line passing throughthe abscissa origin separates

the open-cycle thermoacoustic heater data from the open-cycle thermoacoustic

refrigerator data. The open circles represent the acoustic power delivered to the left

resonator side found using the loudspeaker-diaphragm displacement relation given by

Equation (70). The darkcircles are similarvalues for the right side of the resonator. The

amountof acoustic power delivered to theresonatorwas found by the diaphragmrelation
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to be about –55 W on a side. The uncertainty intervals shown (about 8.8% of reading)

were calculated using the Kline and McClintock procedure. The comparison of measured

acoustic power delivered to the left and right sides of the resonator indicates the control

achieved by the microphone mixers in balancing the acoustic power delivered to each

side of theresonator.

The acoustic power delivered to the resonator was independently estimatedusing

an enclosed-loudspeaker algorithm contained within the linear acoustic model (War4

1997). A sample output listing of the linear acoustic model along with a brief description

is given in Appendix C. Dynamic pressure around the loudspeaker is changed by the

force exerted by the loudspeaker diaphragm. For a given complex pressure on either side

of the loudspeaker diaphragm,the complex currentand complex voltage ~, and complex

volumetric velocity in front of the speakerare relatedby

(77)

PO* = Pin -1, BljA - U, (~ + jmn - jkjco)/A2 (78)

Use of these equations requiresmeasured or estimated values of Bl produc~ mechanical

resistance, moving mass of the diaphragm, electrical resistance, voice-coil inductance,

and diaphragm stiffness for each loudspeaker. The acoustic power delivered to the

resonator can then be estimated horn the relation between oscillatory pressure and
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volumetric velocity. The circles connected by lines in Figure 19 representthe values of

acoustic power calculated with the linear acoustic model. The estimated acoustic power

delivered to the resonator was found by these relations to be –27 Won a side. To ve~

that the loudspeaker algorithm was correctly programmed into the acoustic model a

separate hand-calculation was made, with good agreement. This estimated acoustic

power exhibits the same invariance with applied flow rate as the measured data.

However, the algorithm consistently underpredicted the measured power value by 24 W.

Fewer assumptions are involved in the speaker-diaphragmrelation given in Equation (70)

than in the enclosed loudspeaker algorithm. For this reason and because the measured

magnitude of loudspeaker power is greaterthanthe algorithm value, the values measured

by Equation (70) will be used in the presentation of performance index for the

refrigerator system. Using the Figure 19 curves, it is a simple matter to scale the

performance index values given laterin this Chapter.

Regardless of the method chosen to determine loudspeaker power, Figure 19

clearly indicates that by holding the independent variables constant the acoustic power

delivered to the resonator was nearly invariantwith applied flow rate.Any differences in

total cooling power with applied flow rate were obtained while holding nearly constant

the total acoustic power delivered to the refrigerator.
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StackPerliormancewith Position

Fi~e 20 shows theright-stacktemperatureas a function of distance from the hot end

of the stack. Profiles at three applied volumetric flow rates are shown with the

temperaturesat the stack ends held constant to within a few tenths of a degree Celcius.

The open circles show the stack-temperature profile data with U== 5.21 x10-3 m3Is

moving toward the cold end of the stack. This corresponds to the “Device A“ open-cycle

thermoacoustic refrigerator in Figure 5. The exponential character in the temperature

profile, predicted by Equation (28), is evident in the measurements. This temperature

profile is produced by the superposition of the applied flow and the second-order

enthalpy fluxes similar to that described for inviscid flow by Equation (24). The

temperaturegradient near the hot end actually became sli@ly positive at this applied

flow rate indicating limitation in the qualitative description provided by Equation (28).

The thermocouple at x = 11.85 cm from the hot end of the stack read lower than would

be expected by a smooth interpolationbetween surroundingdatapoints.

The solid line near the open circles representsnumerical results based on the linear

acoustic model, described in Appendix C, and uses the relations described in Appendix

A. Agreement between the measuredvalues and the acoustic model is close near the hot

end of the stack and at the stack ends. The stack end temperatures were freed by the

acoustic model itself. In the high-temperature-gradientregion toward the cold end of the

stack temperaturesarelower thantheprediction.

The datarepresentedby the darksquareswere takenwithout applied flow throughthe
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stack. This configuration is the closed-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator depicted in

Figure 2. The closed-cycle temperature distribution followed a nearly linear path with

position. There is slight data scatter from the linear-ideal, particularly at x = 11.85 cm.

There, the reading is 0.75°C below a linear fit through the other data points. The solid

line near the dark squaresis the numerical result based on the acoustic model. This curve

is contained within the uncertaintyintervalsfor all but one datapoint.

The dark circles on Figure 20 are the temperatures measured as the applied flow

moved toward the hot end of the stack with Ua = –5.01 x 10-3 m3Is. This flow

cotilguration corresponds to the “Device B open-cycle thermoacoustic heatershown in

Figure 5. The measuredtemperaturesfollow an exponential-shaped profile invertedfrom

the open-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator case. Unlike for the retligerator, agreement

between measured and predicted values is best toward the cold end of the stack.

Discrepancy is greatesttoward the hot end of the stack.

The slight discrepancy between measurement and prediction at the downstream data

points for both the refrigeratorand heater cases suggests a propagation effect associated

with the applied flow. One possible mechanism is successive disturbances in the flow

passage from the five fiberglass support tubes thatpass through the major diameterof the

stack. These tubes may have disturbed both the steady and oscillatory flow components

introducinga cumulativeflow disturbancenot accounted in the acoustic model.

Besides possible flow disturbances,these supports caused a local increase in the stack

surface-area to gas-volume ratio, increasing the acoustic power absorption. This effect
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would be superimposed on the flow disturbance effect. If significant, those

thermocouples nearest the support tubes would be expected to read lower temperatures

than expected by the acoustic model. Thermocouples located 5 cm and 10 cm from the

hot end were attached in the proximity of the support tubes. While the temperature

measured at x =10 cm did read lower than predicte~ the temperatureat x = 5 cm, in

the closed-cycle case read higher. It appearsthatthis effect was not significant.

Figure 21 is a plot of the temperature distribution along the left stack at various

applied flow rates. Note that the maximum applied flow rate on this plot is

U. =3.87 x10-3 m3 fs. Data were also taken at U= =5.21 x10-3 m3/s but to keep TCat

the establishedvalued would have required the removal of ~ fi-omthe left-side cold heat

exchanger. The use of electrical heating at the cold-end heat exchanger made heat

addition possible, but precluded heat removal. The temperatureversus position trend on

the right stack applies equally to the left stack. The uncertaintyintervals shown for each

datapoint in Figure 20 andFigure 21 arebased on standardlimits of errorreported by the

thermocouple manufacturer [29]. On Figure 21, the measured values and the acoustic

model agree within these limits for all but the thermocouple at x =13.55 cm. This

thermocouple read consistently slightly low at all applied flow rates. Taken as a whole,

the agreementbetween the measured and predicted temperaturedistributionsin Figure 20

and Figure 21 is close. The small overall discrepancy appears most significant at the

thermocouples positioned at x =11.85 cm on the rightstack and x =13.55 cm
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on the lefi stack. A consistent departurefrom the predicted profile was measured at the

downstream temperature locations. This departureis believed related to the cumulative

effect of flow disturbances in the axial direction generated by the fiberglass stack

supportsand was not accounted by the acoustic model.

Non-ideal stack construction (for example, monofilament lines that are not exactly

parallel to adjacent lines) appears to account for the ability of the right stack to

accommodatea higher volumetric flow rate while holding T~ – Tc fixed. Measurements

made of the width between monofilament lines along the length of the stacks revealed

some departurefrom parallel spacing on the right stack. The channels on the left stack

were found closer to parallel. Imperfections such as these would tend to produce higher

viscous dissipation and more work absorption by the right stack

From a comparison of side-to-side ~erences in mean-temperatureprofile curvature,

the magnitude of flow asymmetry is believed small. There were some other differences

between the measurementand assumptionsin the acoustic model calculation. Significant

among these is the violation of the linear acoustic model’s assumption that the gas

displacement amplitude Ixllis much smaller than the stack length L (Ward and Swifi

1997).
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StackPerformance atVarious Amlied Flow Rates

Figure 22 shows the right-stackheat transferratesas a function of applied-volumetric

flow rate. A gray-scale line divides the plot into four quadrants.Negative values of heat

transferrate are out of the stack system, while positive heat transfer rates are into the

stack system. Positive values of U= correspond to operation as an open-cycle

thermoacoustic refrigerator, the negative values to open-cycle thermoacoustic heater

operation. At U= = O the device operates as a closed-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator.

The dark triangles are cold-end-heat absorption rates, ~, calculated using measured

values of electric power dissipation and Equation (75). The open circles are calculated

values of enthalpy change, @O, in the applied flow using Equation (30). The open

squaresrepresent the total refrigeration powe~ the sum of the cold-end heat absorption

rateand the enthalpy change across the staclq ~ + MO. The inverted open triangles are

the heat rejection rates measured at the hot end of the staclG Q~, described by Equation

(74). The inverted darktrianglesare the heatrejection rate at the hot end of the stack Q.,

calculated with an energy balance around the stack and using the acoustic power

czilculatedwith Equation (70). The solid lines are numerical predictions calculated using

the acoustic model. A similar plot for the lefl stack is shown in Figure 23. As U.

increased the total refrigerationpower rose while the acoustic power needed to drive the

device remained constant. This illustratesthe trade-off between absorbing the entireheat

load at Tc and the absorption of enthalpyover a range of temperatures T~ > T > Tc. The
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total refrigerator power increase with U= clearly demonstrates the stacks’ increased

capacity to pump heat as the temperature at which the total heat load is applied shifts

horn Tc to a continuum of temperatures> Tc. The increase in total refrigerationpower as

U. is changed from O to 5.21 x10-3 m3/s corresponds to a 22’XOimprovement in First

Law performance index.

The uncertainty intervals for the Qc, ,@O, and U= data sets typically lie within the

areas covered by the symbols used to representtheir values. The magnitude of the hot-

end-heat rejection rate also increased with applied flow rate. Accuracy limitations in the

rotameter measurements caused the data set for the hot-end heat rejection rate to be of

lower quality than the othermeasurementsshown in Figure 22. These rotameter data are

omitted from Figures 22 but are tabulated in Appendix B. Another indication of the hot-

end heat-rejection rate is given from the heatbalance calculation representedby the dark

inverted triangles. The consistent 24-W offset between the acoustic-model calculation

line and Q~ measured by the power balance is entirely attributableto the difference in

computed acoustic power shown in Figure 19.

The general trends for the right-stack data set shown in Figure 22 agree qualitatively

with the predictions from the acoustic model. The small quantitativediscrepancy between

the values for QCare believed due to the previously discussed hardware imperfections.

The discrepancy in the measuredtemperatureprofiles along the left and right stacks were
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typically 0.5°C in mid stack agd correspond to observed differences in measured Qc of

10 W out of 100 W total cooling power per stack. The left-stack data shown in Figure 23

agrees closely with the acoustic model calculation. The data points representing Q~

measuredwith the rotameterwere omitted Ilom Figure 23 because of the clear inaccuracy

of their readings. The close agreement between the data on the left stack and the linear

acoustic model are suggestive of stack geometry closer to the rectangular-poreideal than

the data for the right stack. The complete dataset collected for both stacks is included in

Appendix B. Note the symmetry about the Q= O axis between the refrigeratorand heater

results.The value of ~~ for the open-cycle thermoacoustic heatermirrorsthe value of QC

for the open-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator. This symmetry results from holding

const~t IP1~PO, T~, and Tcduringthese tests.

Performance Indices for the Stack

The performance indices introduced at the end of Chapter 2 will now be used to

evaluate the performance of the open-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator. To allow a

presentation of the results in completely dimensionless fo~ the dimensionless applied

volumetric flow rate, (<~), introduced in Equation (13), will be used as the independent

variable to describe applied flow rate. The correspondence between dimensionless

applied volumetric flow rate and the dimensional volumetric flow rate used in the

preceding plot can be found in thereduced datapresented in Appendix B.
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Figure 24 is a plot of two First Law performance indices versus dimensionless

applied volumetric flow rate for the Iefi stack. The ordinate ~2 on Figure 24 applies to

the datarepresentedby the open circles. These points show the performance index for the

open-cycle thermoacoustic heater defined in Table 4. The Table 4 deffition is modified

to use the acoustic power delivered to the left side of the resonator in the denominator

QH+ ri(hc - hH)
F,= @

ac
(79)

The numeratorof Equation (79) corresponds to the open square symbols in QuadrantIII

of Figure 23. The numeratorof the performance index /?l on Figure 24 corresponds to the

open square symbols in QuadrantI of Figure 23. The performance index /?l on Figure 23

representsthe Refrigerator Mode #1 performance index defined in Table 4 and rnoddled

in a similarmannerto Eqyation (79).

~, _[Qc++k-Q]= w== (80)

A clear positive slope in Figure 24 is apparent in the open-cycle therrnoacoustic

Refrigerator Mode #1 performance index with applied flow rate. As previously

mentione~ there is a 22°/0 improvement in Refrigerator Mode ##1performance index as

the dimensionless applied volumetric flow rateincreases from 0.00 to 0.02 and like
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improvement in heater performance index as (~~) changes from 0.00 to -0.03. Similar

trends are seen for the right stack plotted in Figure 25. The higher apparentperformance

index on the right stack is due to the previously discussed stack imperfections. Although

the acoustic power supplied by

percent, additional power was

each loudspeaker pair was balanced to within a few

absorbed by the right stack from a traveling-wave

componen~ originating at the lefi speaker pair and superimposed on the standingwave.

Additional power was absorbed on the right stack from viscous dissipation along the

misaligned monofilament. This added power accounts for the apparent side-to-side

asymmetry in performance index.

The improvement obtained for the applied flow refrigerator can be normalized by

taking a ratiobetween open-cycle and closed-cycle performance index

(k)m.l=(%)cbsel&+rnk(81)

The maximum theoretical improvement in performance index with applied flow rate can

be found by considering the ideal refrigerator shown on the right side of Figure 26. This

refrigeratoris coniigu.red so thata gaseous thermoacoustic working fluid at the reference

temperature(taken in this case to be T~) can be cooled to Tc through eitherof two paths.

Enthalpy from the gas stream flowing through the first pa~ equivalent to ~, can be

absorbed at Tc in a single stage using power ~~. Alternatively, enthalpycan be
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removed from the gas stream thatflows through the second path at several intermediate

temperatures shown on Figure 26. The maximum theoretical performance index

improvement occurs if all of the gas is directed throughthe second path when thatsecond

path is comprised of an infinite number of intermediatestages. The ratio of the minimum

power needed to complete the fmt process path to the power needed to complete the

second process path is

[)Wtin,clo,cd (T. -Tcy

Wtin,OW = Tc(T~ – 1$ – T~ln(T~/Tc))
ia%al

(82)

For a refrigerator operating near room temperaturewith TH– Tc << T~, the value of this

ratio is about two. If the applied flow is divided between the two paths, the open-cycle-

refrigerator-ideal-perforrnanceindex ratio becomes

()P,,open Qc A& (TH-Tc~

A,closed ~=~
(83)

= Qc-t@O ‘~+@O TC(TH-Tc -T~ln(T~/T.))

where MO = rncp(TH– Tc) was defined in Chapter 2. In a similar manner, ratios can be

defined for the performance index used for the open-cycle heater shown on Figure 26.

The measuredratio of performance indices for the HeaterMode #3 conjuration is
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(84)

Using TCas the reference temperaturefor the ideal case yields

[)F*_ .Ov Q. -@o (TH-~~

Ached &a,
(85)

= fjH –f@. ~ (j. ‘@. TH(T. -T. – ‘C1n(TC/TH))

These results are plotted in Figure 27 for the lefl stack and Figure 28 for the right stack.

The dark symbols represent measured values and the open symbols represent ideal

values. The ideal-performance-index ratio values for the lefi and right stack differ. The

difference reflects

@O, QH,and ~.

the dependence of the ideal value on the measured relation among

The ideal values exceed the measuredvalues for all of the datapoints

m the refrigerator side. Oddly, several measured heater values slightly exceed their

respective ideal values. This suggests error in the values WaC,~, and Ua associated with

small differences between two largevalues, TH– Tc and T=ln(Tc/T~ ), in the denominator

of Equation (85). The minimum power to complete a both processes diminishes as more

of the process fluid is diverted throughan open-cycle path.
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The Second Law effectiveness for a refrigerator is a ratio of the minimum to the

actual power required to complete a defined process. The Table 4 deftition for

refrigerator Second Law effectiveness is changed to account for the acoustic power

absorbed by the stack andthe resonator

~(1 –Tu/Tc) –ti(hc –h~)+ rizT~(sc ‘SH)
s. =
-1 (86)

The dark circles on Figure 29 (which map to the El ordinate) are plotted versus

dimensionless applied volumetric flow rate for the left stack. Figure 30 shows a similar

plot for the right stack. A consistent downward trend is apparent in Second Law

effectiveness as the applied flow rate increases for both the right-stack and the left-stack

data sets. The Second Law effectiveness for the stacks operating as open-cycle

thermoacoustic heaters is also modified to account for the total acoustic power absorbed

by the system

~ = Qd–Tc/Td-+c -hH)+ E+TC(SC–sH)
2

w==

(87)

The E2ordinates on Figures 29 and 30 correspond to the dark squares plotted on those

figures. As for the open cycle refrigerator, the open cycle heater’s Second Law

effectiveness diminishes as the applied flow rate is increased.
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(87) and representedby Z is used.



This result produces an apparent paradox: Second Law effectiveness diminishes with

applied flow rate while First Law efficiency increases with applied flow rate. The

paradox can be avoided if processes are viewed as distinct for each combination of

applied flow rate and cold-end heat absorption. The effect of applied flow rate on

Equation (86) diminishes the reversible power required to complete the process. That is,

an ideal open-cycle refrigeratorrequires less reversible power to cool a gas stream Iiom

~ti to T= than a similar ideal single-stage refrigerator. This necessarily leads to a

reduction in Second Law effectiveness for non-zero applied flow in the definitions given

by Equations (86) and (87). This reduction in Second Law effectiveness with increasing

applied flow rate is not limited to thermoacoustic devices. Second Law effectiveness, as

defined in this thesis, provides an inadequateindication of the improvement in First Law

efficiency realized in the transition from closed to open cycle operation. A quantitative

comparison of Second Law effectiveness for two refrigerators operating at different

applied-flow-rate-cold-end-heat absorption proportions is not strictly valid. However, the

Second Law effectiveness defined by Equations (86) and (87) can be used to compare

different devices, thermoacoustic or otherwise, operatingwith similarproportions of open

and closed cycle heat absorption.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The open-cycle thermoacoustic device demonstrated here uses a gaseous-phase

working fluid. Measured performance coefficients for this device were within the range

normally associated with gas-refrigeration cycles. The superposition of applied flow on

the thermoacoustic cycle was shown to enhance the First Law performance index for the

device. However, the shape of the open thermoacoustic cycle in T—s space indicates its

inherent irreversibility, as proposed. It seems improbable that open thermoacoustic

cycles, as described in Chapter2, will ever approachthe efficiency of phase-change cycle

technologies. That being said many factors other than efficiency can influence the

selection of technology for real-world applications. Among these are construction and

operating costs, efficiency, size, weight and reliability. Practical (economic) arguments

often favor solutions with non-optimal efllciency. For example, the reverse Brayton-cycle

cooler used aboard turbineaircraftprovides weight savings that indirectly leads to lower

operating cost despite poor FirstLaw efficiency. Similar rationale for the use of the open
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thermoacoustic cycle may eventually be found. Several proposed applications of this

technology are mentioned in a US patent application (Swifi Rei4 and Ward, 1999) and

have received attentionelsewhere (Landsberg, 1998).

Even if practical open-cycle thermoacoustic devices are never develope~ there are

several ideas presented in the thesis that could be used to improve other thermodynamic

cycles. The combination of the thermodynamic and process working fluids is an old but

worthy idea that allowed the mass production of the affordable automobiles early in this

century. Perhaps this combination could be more generally applied. Cycle staging by

open flow superposition is a novel aspect of this work and accounts for the measured

improvements in Fimt Law efficiency. Most open-cycle devices take their process fluid

through a single series of cyclic steps. This work demonstratedthe possible advantagesof

takingthe process fluid though multiple stages.

The Chapter2 discussion was a modest development of the rich potential contained

in the equation set given in Appendix A. The inviscid-Lagrangian pathline calculation

could be extended to consider viscosity startingwith the Appendix A relations.Also, the

connection between the various enthalpy flux ratios (generically symbolized with the

Greek letter E) and the Chapter2 performance indices was not made explicit.

Several novel views emerge from the Chapter 2 discussion and the Chapter 4

results. Applied flow supe~osition blurs the distinction between a cycle and a process.

The open thermoacoustic cycle can be viewed on at least two diffkrent length scales: the

individual cycle loop of order IxlIandthe overall process across the stack of order L. The
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method chosen to control these tests produced performance symmetries between the

open-cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator and the open-cycle thermoacoustic heater. Such

symmetry is revealed by casual inspection of Figure 22 and Figure 23. Another

symmetry can be produced by a somewhat artificial coordinate system manipulation.

Equation (28) can be expanded to include simultaneously the temperatureprofiles in the

presence of applied flow for the heater,engine, engine-heater, and refrigeratordevices in

a fore-quadrantplot. A general definition of this expanded inviscid temperatureprofile is

e(z) sign(%) (88)

where = is

quadrant in

defined to be positive at all Z. The indices m, n, and o determine the

which a given device resides. Figure 31 shows sample results from this

equation for the case r =1, E =5, m = O (the dashed curve), m= 1 (the solid curve),

n =1, o = O. Note thatthe axis @ = O can be viewed to represent the reference condition

for the heater, engine, and refrigerator

condition for the engine-heater is less

devices. The meaning of the @ = O as a reference

clear. Perhaps some sigrMcance can be found in

thesesymmetries.

The other open-cycle

first introduced in Chapter2,

thermoacoustic devices, the engine and the engine-heater,

were not examined in any detail. They offer fertile ground

for experimentation and development. The efilciency limitations in
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related (and other) gas cycles may not be inherent.A recently developed traveling-wave

engine based on a Stirling cycle has demonstrated Second Law effectiveness of 40%

(Backhaus and Swift, 1999). Incorporating open-cycle acoustics into higher efficiency

cycles, with some form of phase change or in-cycle combustion, might eventually

produce useful reliigeration or propulsion conf@urations. One tantalizing prospect: an

open-cycle acoustic-ram jet hybrid operating on an open-acoustic pulse-combustion cycle

atlow spee~ transitioningto ramjet operation athigh speed.
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Figure 31. A symmetryrelationfound in the exponential temperatureprofiles
among the four types of open-cycle thermoacoustic device defied in Chapter2.
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSED EQUATIONS FOR APPLIED FLOW THROUGH

STACK

‘Ihe following equation set was derived by Greg Swift based on the linear acoustic

approximationfirst developed by Nicolas Rott. A summary of Rott’s equationsas applied

to conventional thermoacoustic engines and refrigerators is given in (Swift, 1988). This

equationset extends thatWplication to stackswith non-zero flow.

Conventional thermoacoustics is based on Rott’s wave equation and ener@hx

equation. These equations are derived in the acoustic approximation from the

momentum, continuity, and energy equations for fluids. As with simpler one-

dimensional acoustic wave equations, Rott’s wave equation may be rewritten as two

coupled first-order differential equations in the oscillatory pressure and oscillatory

volumetric velocity. Rott’s energy-flux equation may be regarded as a first order

differatial equation in mean temperaturecoupled to the pressure andvelocity equations.
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To derive corresponding equations in the presence of applied flow, the momentum,

continuity, and energy equations are used. The dependent variables used in these

equationsandtheir respective domains are

P= A(X)+ Re[p,(x)ei@]

u = u. (x,y,z) + Re[z.+(x, y,z)eim]

v= Re[vl(x, y,z)eia]

w = Re[wl(x, y,z)eiw]

T= ~(x)+ T’(x, y,z)+ Re[~(x,y,z)ei~]

P= po(x)+pi(x,y,z) +Re[pl(x,y,z)eia]

p= p,(x) +jJJ(x,y,z)+Re[A (x, y,z)eim]

K= KO(X) + K;(x, y,z) + Re[Kl (x, y,z)eia]

(A 1)

(A 2)

(A 3)

(A 4)

(A 5)

Relations similar to (A 8) apply to thermodynamic properties such as sound speed,

entropy, internal energy, and enthalpy. Of most interest are TO, pl, and the volumetric

velocities Ul, Ua:

ul(~) = JA=% (x>Y$z)@&
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(A 10)

where the integrals are taken over the cross sectional area A@id open to the fluid. The

ratios pJpO and vi/a are assumedto be small. All terms thatare first order in smallness

are kept in the momentum and continuity equations, and terms second order and larger

arekept in the energy equation.

Viscosity, thermal conductivity, sound spe@ and other thermophysical properties

depend on pressure and temperature. These variables are small and are treated as time-

independentfunctions, which are only dependenton zeroth order temperature.For clarity,

the subscript“O” will be omitted on such variables, reserving its use for variables such as

densityandtemperaturewhich have both applied and oscillatory components.

Neglecting the second (bulk) viscosity, the momentum equation for a general

Newtonian fluid is

[(p[avpt+(v -V)v] =-Vp++ p ~+~.% ~
k ‘k A, 3 ‘&l )1 (All)

The x-componemt of (A 11) is the most significant and is kept. Equations (Al) - (A7) are

substitutedfor all variables, and all terms largerthan second order are preserved. The x-

derivatives in the viscous term are small compared to the y- or z- derivatives, by
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roughly the ratio of viscous penetration depth to wavelength. The time-independent

terms and the terms proportional to e~a must equate separately, so the equation splits

cleanly in two

lk.ipoul = –dp~/~ +PV:,A (A 12)

O = –dPO/&+ ~v~,z~a (A 13)

The oscillatory equation,Equation (A12), is unchanged by the presence of applied

flow. It is a differential equation for Ul(y,z), with the boundary condition that ~ = O on

solid boundaries. Its solution is

%=&[l-hJy,z)]* (A 14)

where ~(y,z) depends on the specific geometry under consideration (Arnott, 1991).

Integratingwith respect to y and z, the oscillatory volumetric velocity is obtained

(A 15)

where for fluid flow between parallelplates
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andfor rectangularpores

(A 16)

where

Yin(A)=1+ (in2/A2)[(b2m2 + a2rz2)/(a +b)’] and h = &rh/6V.

The applied flow equation, Equation (A13), expresses the fact thatviscosity and applied

flow cause a pressure gradient. The applied flow pressure gradient dpO/dx is of stxond

order so it can be neglected and pOcan be regardedas constant.

In the continuity and energy equations, expressions for oscillatory temperature~

and its spatial average over y and z, demoted (~), are needed. Startingwith a general

form of the equation of heat transferfound in Landauand Lifkb.itz(1987)

@-t$+v”vs)=v”(nT’+H?+%5’*22+’@”v)2‘A18)( )
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usingdS=(Cp/~)d~–(P/p)dp,keepingterms to fust order only, and separatingtime

independentterms from termsproportional to e’” yields

(A 19)

(A 20)

Using Equation (A14) for Ul, and with boundary condition ~ = O on solid boundaries,

Equation (A19) is a first-order ordinary diilkrentialequation for Z(X, y), similar in form

to Equation (A12) for %(x, y). Exploiting the similarity between Equations (A12) and

(A19), the solution for ~ oan be written

andthe spatialaverage can be written
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where ~. and Iq are the same as .fV and ~, but with i$ replaced by the thermal

penetration depth ~K= ~=. Note that Equation (A20) and therefore ~’ is

second order so related changes in thermophysical properties such asp;, P;, and K: are

of negligible order and can be ignored.

A form of the continuityequationfound in Landau and Li&hitz (1987) is

ap/a+ v. (pv) = o (A 23)

l%is equation can be integratedwith respect to y and z, to obtain, to first order

() 4POU1) = *
‘%.id ~1 + * (A 24)

4PO%) = o
(ix

(A 25)

Using dp = –p&T + (y/a2)dp, the densitiescan be expressed to lowest order as

(PI)= ‘PolXT)+(3J/a2)14 (A 26)

dpojdx = -pO/3d&/dx (A 27)

Substitutingthese into Equations(A24) and (A25), using Equation (A22) for (~), yields
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In the summary below, Equation (AM) will be solved for dU1/dx and Equation (A29)

for dU~/dx, rqyding these approximations to the continuity equation as the sources of

x dependence of U1and U=.

Another form of the energy equation found in Landau and Lifshitz (1987) is used

to fmd an expression for d%/&, using the fact that the total tire-averaged energy flux

along the stack must be independent of x, because the side walls of the stack are rigid

andthermally insulated and the system is in timeaveraged steady state. The general law

of conservation of energy is given by the equation

:(;Plf +Ps)=-v.[pv(;v’ +h)-v-x-KVT] (A 30)

where e and h are internalenergy and enthdpy per unit mass, respectively, and Z is the

viscous stresstensor. The term proportional to V02 is of third order and can be ignored.

Time averaging and integratingthe remaining terms over the cross-sectional area of the

stackyields
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with the overbar denoting time average, ( ) denoting the spatial average over the fluid

cross section, and ( )W1i~denoting the spatial average over the solid cross section. The

quantitywithin the square brackets is the tim~averaged energy flux ~ along x. The

second and third terms of Equation (A31 ) contain terms of all orders, but only the zero-

order terms are significant. The viscous tensor part of Equation (A 31) also has many

terms,with the largest of order jw~/%, but @ is of order pl~ = pOa~2, and

(A 32)

so the viscous term is negligible compared to the first term

Expandingthe first term in Equation (A 31) to second order gives

41uid(PO”A)‘Pl%kl ‘POE% ‘PC)ZZ)

in Equation (A 31).

(A 33)

where there are already five terms set equal to zero because the time average of first order

quantitiesis zero. The applied mass flow is assumedto be fixed at pOU~= &ti,(pOua), so
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thatthe second-order time averaged mass flux ~ui,(~ + p,~ = O andEquation (A 33)

reduces to

41.d(PO”a43‘PO%) (A 34)

Using dh = cpdT+ [(1– Tf?)/p]dp, and combining this with the other significant terms

from Equation (A31), yields

Taking the spatial average of ~~, Equation (A 35) becomes

+ HPocp UI 2

2*uid(1-02)1’-d

2 qfx +@v]:

+(1-W) d~
Re[P@J – (~uidK + ‘sdid%lid )x.2

(A 36)
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Fiially, the importantresultsof this appendix arecollected here rewrittenin forms giving

a system of six real equations md six variables: Re[pll, ~[pll, Re[Ul1, ~[Ul 1t Ua,

and TO:

dPl = iiqoo
—.

fix 4-I.,(1 -f.) ‘1

~=p:ua

(A 37)

(A 38)

(A 39)

{

Pocp lull’
~ Im[fK + d.] – &tidK - &jJc,olj~

}

(A 40)
2%.,(1 -02 ]1- fvl

This equation set was used to modify the linear acoustic approximation model, DeltaE

(Ward and Swif$ 1997). The experimental data taken in this work and presented in

Chapter 4 were used to validate this equation set as implemented in the DeltaE model

modified for applied flow.
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APPENDIX B

REDUCED DATA
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Table B.1. Variables Listed in Redvced Data

Description
volumetric velocity per side

f operatingfrequency as indicated by waveform generator

f. dimensionless velocity through stack

Po meanpressure as measuredatupper lefl elbow
Tu temperatureof gas at upper tee
T~ temperatureof gas at lower tee

Wekc electricalpower supplied to left loudspeaker

w== acoustic power supplied to Iefi loudspeaker

Q thermalpower rejected by water flowing through left loudspeaker

W,lec electricalpower supplied to right loudspeaker

Wac acoustic power supplied to right loudspeaker

& thermalpower rejected by water flowing through rightloudspeaker

IPII magnitudeof dynamic pressure measured in front of loudspeakerpair
Tu gas temperaturemeasured atupper elbow

Q. thermalpower rejected by water cooling lines at hot heatexchanger

Q. thermoacoustic power rejected to hot heat exchanger by Equation (74)

Q. thermoacoustic power rejected to hot heat exchanger by heatbalance
~ stackplate temperaturemeasured 0.00 cm from hot end
q stackplate temperaturemeasured 1.69 cm fkomhot end
q stackplate temperaturemeasured 3.39 cm from hot end
q stackplate temperaturemeasured 5.08 cm from hot end
q stackplate temperaturemeasured 6.77 cm from hot end
q stackplate temperaturemeasured 8.47 cm from hot end
q stackplate temperaturemeasured
q stackplate temperaturemeasured
q stackplate teynperaturemeasured
To stackplate temperaturemeasured

AH. change in flow enthalpyacross sta

0.16 cm from hot end
1.85 cm from hot end
3.55 cm from hot end
5.24 cm from hot end
k

CL thermoacoustic power absorbed by stack Ilom cold heat exchanger

Q. electricalpower dissipated at cold heat exchanger
TL gas temperake me~Wed @ Iqwer elbow
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Table B.2 Variables Listed,jn System Performable Me,@sures

Quantity Description
x

for numeratorof Equation (73)
z eke electrical power supplied to refrigerator

%A,OtleleC Equation (73)
%A~c side to side discrepancy in acoustic power supplied to the resonator
w,,, Wra= QH(l-Tc/T’)–ti(hc –hH)+tiq(.sc –sH)

F, ~, ‘[OH ‘fi(hc ‘%)]/%.

(F2/B2,0)ma,
quantitydescribed by Equation(84)

(F72/i72,cJ)i&a,
quantitydescribed by Equation (85)

E2 ~,= F,/P,,camol
W,ev W,ev= G(I – TH/Tc)–ti(hc –hH)+fiTH(sc –sH)

B, p, =[-& + ~(~c -~H)]/Kc

(P1/ll,o)a*a, quantitydescribed by Equation(81)

(/wLJi&d quantitydescribed by Equation (83)
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Table B.3. EnthalpyFlux Ratio Definitions

Designation General Definition Simplified Definition

z Global ~ &o U.(TH- ~c)+ *
‘G=- H; -G =

Ei”/Poq

Short Stack



TableB.4.ReducedDataon LeftSideof Resonator
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-49.5
6428

308,39
-122.4
-122,4
-141,4
307.89
307,33
306.50
305,94
304.67
303.67
302.94
301.56
301.28
300.50

0.0
86.8
86.8

6.24x104

93.938
0,0031

322438
304,22
297.11

-7s.7
-27,2
-49.0
-76.5
-27.2
-45.1
6430

307.67
-123.6
-123.9
-146.4
307.83
307,44
306.78
305.94
304.94
304.00
303,22
301,72
301.33
300.50

12.0
79.9
89.1

1.29X1O-3

93.938
0.0063

322820
304.11
296.72

-76.5
-27.2
-43,3
-77.3
-27,1
-40.2
6433

306.00
-115.7
-122.1
-149.1
307,89
307,56
307,11
306.50
305,44
304.44
303,61
302,11
301,67
300,56

24.9
70.0
90.1

1.95X103

93.938
0.0096

322778
303.89
296.39

-77.3
-27.5
-46.5
-78.0
-27.3
-43.0
6434

304.83
-99.6

-115,2
-152.4
307.89
307,67
307.39
306.61
30S,72
304.78
303.94
302.39
301.78
300.61

37.2
60.5
91,5

2.57x10-3 3.22xl@3

93.938 93.938
0.0126 0.0158

323239 322345
303.28 302.61
294.61 294.22

-78.9 -79.1
-27.4 -27.3
-41.7 -37.5
-79.8 -79.8
-27.2 -26.9
-39,6 -35.4
6450 6429

302.22 301.06
-85.0 -71.9

-122.9 -128.9
-155.1 -154.0
307.83 307.83
307.72 307.83
307,39 307.67
306.89 307.06
306,00 306,28
305.00 305.44
304,33 304.56
302.56 302,83
301.94 302.00
300.50 300.56

49.6 61,3
51,1 38.6
89.4 83.9

3.87x103

93,938
0.0190

322719
302.17
294.50

-79.6
-27.1
-36.4
-80.5
-27.3
-36.7
6448

300.67
-58.2

-130.3
-153.7
307,78
307,72
307.67
307,22
306.44
305.67
304.83
303.06
302,17
300,50

73.8
25.7
74,2

4,49X1O”3

93.938

0.0220

322982

301.56
301,28

-76.0
-26.6
-43.3
-76.9
-27.1
-42.4
6456

304.00
-88.5

-134.3
-156.7
307.89
308.00
307.89
307.50
306,89
306.06
305.17
303.44
302.33
300.61

85.6
17.5
56.1

5.21x103 d
(s-side)

93.938 Hz
0,0256 —

322280 pa
301.22 K
298.56 K

-77,8 W,
-26.3 w,
-39,5 WI
-78.1 W,
-26,8 W,
-36.2 W,
6445 pa

301.61 K
-52,7 W,

-138.3 W,
-156,2 W,
307.89 K
308.00 K
308.00 K
307.61 K
307.11 K
306.56 K
305.44 K
303.67 K
302.56 K
300.56 K

100,0 w,
3.2 W,

19.1 we102.0 126.1 101.5
302.72 302,61 298.89 300.94 305,50 306.11 306.50 306.67 306.17 305.94 305.28 303.89 301.72 K



QumltilyLocadonDP71OO41628D97IOO421O5D9710041153 D971OO512I5 D9709261444D971OOI1646 339709301540D9710012125D!3709301200D9710021545D9709301915D9710010008D9709291730 Unit

u. ‘l:Mi 6.64 x10_5 5.05 Xlos 3.69 X1(J5 2.34 XIO-S 1,71 XIO-S 1.92 X1o-s 2.42 X10-5 3.06 Xl&s 3.77 XIO-S 4.52 Xlos 5.31 X105 6,00 Xl~5 6.94 XIOS d

f Global 3 X1OJ 3 Xlo-’ 3 XlO-j 3 X1O-3 3 X1O”3
(s-side)

3 Xlo-$ 3 X1O-3 3 X103 3 XICF 3 XI03 3 X1O-3
L

3 X1O-3 3 X1O-3 Hz
‘I”wt 3.50x104 2,66 X104 1.94 X104 1,23 xlo-4 9.00 xlo-5 1.01 X104 1.27 x10-4 1.61 X104 1.98 X104 2.38 Xl@4 2.80x104 3,16 X104 3.65 X104 —

A} Glold 653 653 653 653 653 653 653 653 653 653 653
~

653 653 pa
Global 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2,2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2

q
2.2 2.2 K

Global 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 K
~kc Pod1 2.70 2,70 2.62 2,63 2.84 2.69 2.74 2.76 2.83 2,85 2.87 2.72 2.76 W.
we- Pcd1 2.56

w
2.58 2,50 2.52 2.59 2.53 2,51 2.51 2.49 2.51 2.48 2.51 2,47 W,

e. Pd 1
0 1.57 1.58 1.55 1,57 1.57 1.49 1.48 1.47 1.45 1.39 1.38 1.48 1,40 w,

W,b, Pail2 2,95 2.96 2.87 2,87 2.88 2,94 2.98 3.01 3.08 3.09 3.09 2.97 3.02 we
w= P062 2.58 2.57 2.52 2.53 2.56 2.53 2.51 2.52 2.50 2.49 2.48 2.51 2.46 W,

P062 1.63 1.64 1.61 1,62 1.57 1.54 1.48
:1

1,50 1.47 1,39 1,41 1.49 1,44 w,
Lcfl 195 194 194 194 195 195 195 195 195

~
195 195 195

Len 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2,2 2.2 2.2 2.2
193 Pa

2,2
0., L’Jfi

2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 K
5.05 5.26 5.31 4.60 3<45 3.29 3.21 3.37 5.00 5,17 4.87 3.57 5.02 Wt

0// ~ 5.35 5.42 5.38 4.62 3.45 3,30 3.24 3.44 5.08 5.29
~

5.05 3.87
Len 0.5 0,5 0,5 0.5 0.5

5.27 W,
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

~
0.5 0.5 0.5 0>5 K

Lefl 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
q

0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 K
Lttl 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5

K
o.5 K

L& 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
T,

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 K
L@fi 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 K

C M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
~

0,5
Loll

o,5 K
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0.5

~
0,5 0,5 0.5 0.5 K

Len 0,5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
~

0,5 0,5
Leil

0,5 K

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
~,,

0.5 0,5 0.5 0!5 0,5
Len

0.5 K
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0,5 0,5 K

/3??, Lcfi 1,76 1.32 0.89 0.43 0.00 0.22 0,45
of

0.68 0.90 1.12 1.34 1.49 1,62 W,
Let 3,74 3.67 4.40 3.67 3.11 2.95 2.74 2.47

at ~fi
2.09 1.62 1,37 1,49

3.31 3,42 4.31 3.65
1.62 W,

3.11 2.94 2.70 2.38
T,

1.88 1.17 0.29 0.00
Len 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2

0.00 we
2.2 2,2 2.2 2.2 2.2 K



~q

LocationD9710041628DP71W4210SD9710041153 3397100S121S D970926M44G9710011646 3)9709301540Lt9710012125D9709301200D9710021.$4$D970930191S D9710010008D970929173oUnit

u. ‘[”bt 6.64x105 5,05 Xlf-)_53.69 xl~s 2.34 xIW* 1.71 Xlo-s 1.92 X1U5 2.42 Xlo-s 3,06 x10$ 3.77 xl@ 4,52 X1U5 5.31 XIO-S 6.00X105 6.94 Xlo-s OL’

f Global 3 Xlo’ 3 Xlo-’ 3 X1O-3 3 X1O-3 3 X103 3 X1O-3 3 X1OJ
(s-side)

3 Xlo’ 3 X1O-3 3 X103
k

3 Xlo-’ 3 XIOJ 3xl@3 Hz
‘I”bl 3.50x1W4 2.66x1W4 I.94x10-4 1.23 X1U4 9.00x1@ 1.01XIO-41.27x1(T4 1,61Xl@4 1.98X]I)-42.38Xl~4 2.80X~@43.16Xl@’ 3.65 X~()-4 —

?% GIo&l 653 653 653 653
~

653 653
GIobrIl

653 653
2.2

653 653
2.2

653
2.2 2.2

653
2.2

T,
2.2 2,2

653 PrI

Global
2.2

2.2
2.2 2,2

2.2
2,2

2.2 2,2
2.2 2,2 K

2.2 2.2
W,,fl Pod3

2.2 2.2 2.2
3.07

2.2
3.07

2.2
2,98 3.01

2.2 2,2 K
2.97 3.06 3.09

w w. PGd3
3.13

2.55
3.19 3.20 3.22 3.08

U 2.54 2.48 2.50 2.52
0“ Pod3

2.49 2.47 2.47 2.45
3.15 we

1.69 1,66
2.44

1.64 1.68
2.43

1.59
2.46

1,63 1.54 1.59
2.43 W,

w,,, PGd4
1.52

3.09 3.10
1.45

3.01
1,44

3.04
1,54 1.49 w,

3,06 3.09
w. Pod4

3.13 3.16 3.23
2.52 2,52

3.23 3.26 3.11
2.46 2.48 2.51 2,46

3.16 W.

Pod4
2.44 2.44 2.42

1.79 1,77
2.41 2.41

1.67
2.45

1.70
2.41 W,

:1
1.63

R@
1.62 1.50 1.57 1,48

192
1.42

192
1,43 1.54

191 192
1.42 wt

T.
191

IGght
192 192

2.2
192

2.2
192

2,2
192 192

2.2 2.2
192 192 Pa

2.2 2,2
Q,, night

2.2 2.2 2,2
5.17 4.38

2.2
4.39

2.2 2,2 K
3.98 8.40 7.05 7.73

Q. Right
2.82 3,50

5.46
3.70 3,50

4,57
2.92

4,48
4.31 w,

4.01 8.40
~

7.05
R@

7.74 2.90 3.61
0.5

3.86 3,75 3.31
0.5 0,5 0.5 0.5

4.67 W,

~ Right
0.5 0,5

0.5
0.5 0.5 0,5 0,5

0.5 0.5 0,5
0,5 0,5 K

Z
0.5 0.5

Right
0.5 0.5

0.5
0,5 0,5 0.5

0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0,5 K

x
0.5 0.5

fight
0.5

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5 0,5

0.5 0,5
0.5 0.5 0.5 K

T!
0.5 0.5

R&,ht
0,5 0,5

0.5
0.5 0.5 0,5

0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0,5 K

~
0,5 0.5

night
0.5 0.5

0.5
0.5 0,5 0.5

0,5 0.5 0,5
0.5 0,5 K

q
0.5

night
0,5 0.5 0,5

0.5
0.5 0,5 0.5

0.5
0.5 0,5 K

0.5 0.5
T,

0.5 0.5
Right

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.5

0.5 0.5 0,5 K
0.5 0.5

~
0.5 0.5

R@t
0.5

0.5
0,5

0,5
0.5 0.5

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5 0,5 K

TO
0.s 0.5

R@
0.5 0,5

0,5
0.5 0.5

0.5
0.5

0.5 0,5
0.5 0,5 K

0.5 0.5
d,, Right

0.5 0,5 0.5 0,5
1,77 1,31

0,5
0.88 0,43

0.5 0.5 K

Q-
0.00

Right
0.22 0,45

2.55
0.68 0,90 1,12 1,34

2.28 2.44 1.90
1,56 1.81 W,

1.60 1.65
k, Right

1.72 1.81
1.83

1.88 1.91 1.93
1.86 2,27

1.89
1.85 1.60

~
1,64 1,66

1.85 W,

Right 2.2
1.68 1.65

2.2
1.55

2.2 2.2
1.38 1.07

2.2 2.2 2.2
0.41 we

2,2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 K
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QuantityLocationD9710041628D971W421OSD9710041!53 D9710031215D9709261444D9710011646 D9709301540G97104312125 D97C9301200D9710021545D9709301915D9710010008D9709291730Unit

z,>!

x,,4

~%+<

%Av,
w.

K
(,zp,”)”,ti

(W%)..
E,

ii
(ML>),,,”
[m<)-

z,
*.
1%

(AM.,,,

(WA.),..

e,
z,!,

x,,,
%A4,,

%A.

M

Left

LefI

Left

Le51

L*

Left

Left

Left

m

Len

Lea

Lal

Ldl

night

Right
Right

Right

Right
Right
R@

Right

might

F@
Rigilt
Right

Right

Global

Global

15.21
128.36

11.85%
-2, ST%

-2.62
2.96
1.25
1.75

4.89%

.

-1,8
161,0

-1.13%
-0.19%

-3.25
3.33
1,29
1.55

5.88%

13.4
289.3

4.63?4,

3.21 3.24
152.74 171.55
2, 10-% 1.89??
0.87% -2,79%

-2.94 -2,99
2.89 2,87
1.21 1.21
1.43 1,24

5.38% 5.71%

3.8 8.7
183,6 199.7

2,09?? 4.36%
-0.87% -1.06%

-3.38 -3.38
3.23 3.14
1,25 1,21
1.34 1,20

6.16% 6,32%

7.0 12.0
336,3 371.2

-3.16
191.91

-1,65%
-1.13%

-3.15
2.71
1.14
1.10

5.94%

14,5
216.5

6.69??
-0.lo%

-3.43
2.90
1.12
1.09

6.35%

11.3
408.4

-26.49
215.79

-12.27’%.
4.27%

-3.00
2.38
1,00
1.00

5.54V0
-1,78

1.38
1.00
1.00

3.28%
17.7

236.0
7,50??

-1.62%
-3.39
2.59
1.00
1.00

6.22%
-2,14
1.59
1.00
1,00

3,92%
-8.8

451.8

-24.18
197.13

-12.26%
-0,73%

-1,79
1.46
1.06
1.16

3.30%
11!9

229.6
5.20??
0,06’Y.

.

-2.10
1.69
1.06
1.13

3.85%
-12.2
426.7

-2.877.

-10.40
179.25

-5.80??
-0.80??

-1,74
1.54
1.12
1.30

3.20%
19.6

218.8
8.97%
0.52??

-2.01
1,75
1.10
1.27

3.70%
9,2

398.1
2.32%

-22.06
158.04

-13.96%
-1.33%

-1.64
1.60
1.16
1.43

3.02%
19.4

208.5
9.30?4
o.71yo

-1.91
1.78
1.12
1.39

3.49%
-2.7

366.5
-0.73%

-13.97
127.44

-10.96%
-1.61v0

-1.56
1,63
1.18
1.57

2.86?4
23.2

189.6
12,Z6V0
0.63%

-1.85
1.84
1.i6
1,50

3.38%
9,3

317.0
2,93%

-17.09
97.47

-1 7.54%
1.12%

-1.43
1.64
1.19
1.69

2.61%
27.4

172.2
15.94%
1.34%

-1.67
1.84
1.16
1.63

3.08%
10.4

269.7
3,84%

-23.22
72.05

-32.23Y0
-0.37%

-1.31
1.68
1.22
1.81

2,41%
25.2

156.4
16.09%
-0.82%

-1,51
1,83
1.15
1,76

2.77%
1.9

228.5
0.85%

-26,29
137.38

-19.14%
-1.10??

31.5
205.7

15.30%
-1,72%

-1.45
1.92
1.20
1,84

2.70??
5.2

343.1
1.51V0

5.60 w
106.34 W
5.26% %

.0,97% ‘%
w
—
—
—
—

w
—
—
—
—

10.2 w
138,6 W

7,35% %
-1,70?76 %

w
—
—
—
%

-1.29 W
1.94 —
1.22 –
1.99 –

2,43% %
15.8 W

245.0 W
2.10% 3,22% 2.77% -1.95?40 6.450/o %

-3. 12% .0.72% -1.88% -1.76% -0.76% -0.55% 0.02’% -0.65Y0 -0.32% 1.27% 0.18% 0.74% 1.98% %



QuantityLocatioJJD971W41628D971OO42IOSD97KWJ411$3D9710051215D9709261444D971OO1I646D97C9301540D9710012123D9709301200D971OO2I545D9709301915D971041004MD9709291730

(L) Ml -0.0246 -0,0183 -0.0124 -0.0060
Unit

0.0000 0.0031 0.0063 0.0096 0.0126
LefI .

0.0158 0.0190 0.0220
=6 0.00

0.0256 –
. 0.15

L@
0.30 0.42 0.55 0.66 0.78 - —

r . 0,2068 0,2115 0.2115 0.2078
r Len

0,2111
0,2127 0.2203

0.2095 0,2080 -
0.2156 0.2169 0,2117 - - - .

—

~$ Len 0,0000 0,0478 0.0991 0.1461 0.1968 - - : : :0,2436 0,2905
=-, Ldl -0.3869 -0.3003 -0.1988 -0.0969 0.0000 - - - - - - . . –

L-5fi Lwal E
1~ -101.85 -24.59 -10,25 -3.75 0.00 1.51 2.96 4.22 5.50 6.64
z~ -19.89

7.83 -
-13.13 -7.75 -3.41 0.00 1.46 2.93

3 LeR
4.22

-9.89
5.56 6.73

-8.21 -5.61 -2.74 0.00
7.90 - : :

* Loll
1.34 2.77 4.07 5.41

4 -5.73
6.63

-6.18 -4.23
7.86 -

-2.25

—

ul
0.00

5 Len
1.24 2.56

-3.13
3.82 5.20

-3.42
6.44

w -2.89 -1.80 0.00
7.75 - —

1.02 2.23 3.48 4.96 6.16
6m -1.92 -2,20 -1.99 -1.28

7.5s - —

0.00 0.85
Ml

1.99 3.08 4.41
7 -1,00

5.76
-1.39

7.28 -
-1.36 -0.88

—

0.00 0.64
8 tin

1.s4 2.56
-0.67

3.97 5.21
-0.99 -0.84 -0,59 0.00

6.85 - —

0.45
Len

1,21 1.87 3.04
9 0,47

4,40
0,21 0.04 -0.06

6.13 - —

0.00 0.08 0.31 0.58 1.08
10 ~fl 0.00 0,00

2.04 3.46 -
0.00

—

0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00
aighi -

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - —

+ 0.00
R3ght -

0,15 0.30 0.43 0.55 0.66 0.79 0.90 1.03 –
r . 0,2142 0.2123 0.2123

J@t
0,2108 0.2124 0.2104 0.2109 0,2105 0.2129 –

r 0.2173 0.2176 0,2147 0,2159 0.2195 - - - . - - . . –
~, R@ 0,0000
3

0.0481 0,0997
3a@t

0.1488 0.1983 0,2453 0,2950 0.3413 0.4004 –
-s -0.3976 -0.2954 -0.1975 -0.0963 0.0000 -

3ugbt
—

Lixal z
1 Right -103.43 -24.23 -10.17 -3.72 0.00

R@
1.51 2.96 4.26 5.50

2 -24.66
6.65 7.90 9.01

-13.76 -7.56 -3.23 0.00 1.44
10,30 –

3 Right
2.87 4.18 5.47

-10.17 -8.02
6.65

-5.45
7.88 9.02

-2,68 0,00
10.29 –

Right
1.32 2.74

4
4.08 5.35 6.59 7,87 9.01 10.29 —

-5.95 -5.35 -3.87 -2,04 0.00
3ught

1.17 2.55 3.79 5.16 6.39 7.76 8,95 10.31 —
5 -3.31 -3.09 -2.53 -1.64 0.00
6 night

0.97 2.19 3,42
-1.89

4.79
-1.84

6.09 7.54 8.86
-1.68

10.33 –
-1.05 0.00 0.78

7 R@lt
1.83 2.98

-1.16
4.29 5.71

-1.13
7.27 8.71 10,36 –

-1.07 -0.76 0,00
sight

0.62 1.49 2.53 3.90 5.21 6.91 8.50 10.45 —
8 -0.07 -0.16 -0.28 -0.23 0,00 0,29

Gloh91
0.82 1,53 2.56 3.83

9 -0.21 -0.22
5.69 7.79 10.73 –

-0.20 -0,19 0.00 0.20
Global

0.60 1.06 1.94
10

2.82 4.62 6.82 11.18 –
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 –



APPENDIX C

LINEAR ACOUSTIC MODEL

The linear acoustic model computes the one-dimensional wave equation for a series

of coupled acoustic volumes forming a system of nonlinear equations. The Powell-hybrid

method solves this system of equationsusing the targetsand guesses that the user selects

to manipulatethe diHerencesbetween the targetsand results to zero. The continuity of p,

and U1links the boundaries of the acoustic volumes in a manner similar to a computation

presented in Chapter 3. The algorithmsused in this model are found in Ward and Swifl

(1997). The assumptions used for the implementation of applied flow in this model are

found in Appendix A. The compiled code and users’ manual (with applied flow

implementation) are on the World Wide Web at h~:l/www.lanl.~ov/therrnoacoutics/.

Figure 34 shows a scale drawing of the open therrnoacoustic refrigerator with the

acoustic volumes used to represent the refrigerator in the linear acoustic model.

Following Figure 34 is a typical linearacoustic model run file with the input information

on the left column andthe computationalresultson the right column.
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TITLG D9709301915L.out

segment defus
conditionsatupper

pressure node.

segmentdefines
magnitudeof applied

flowratethrough
resonator.

I

algorithmusedfound
mWardandSwift

I

(1997), Equations
VI.1 and VI.2.

segment uses loasy

!.~9709301q35~.~~
!~s16:2S:41 27-oVW-S6 uitb DS.W Vm. 4.0b7 for tJM ~ MmSnto,b
!---------------------------------o ---------------------------------

BsG2s tismum lth at T-
3.22722+05 a ~ P Pa 0.1959 A lUl@O G( Of) P

93.938 b w. 22 -272.43 B Pb(U)O G( Oq) P
307.89 c %-b,q x 661.51 c h(a) G(lh) P

0.0000 d lpl@O -7.82262+04 D 3=(=) 6N13b) P
60.000 ● Pb(p)o & 2s.099 E WI G(14b) P
0.1s59 f Iuleo &31s G -8366.2 31ti(5) G(1M P

-272.43 gpb(v)o * G -7.2636wG4 G 3D(?4b)G(lSb) P

0.s30- Gms @pa 43.093 n WI G(32M P
i- SOLidtppa -323.27 1 B=8t2a G(2S0) P

! ---------------------------------

~ow _ P2au (+2 6 -E)
3.s70Qt-03 a u_m ma3/s

VOduqpn
i- So3id ~

!---------------------------------
rmlwo ups~ p~ .-

—oGuqp8
~ Sotid x
~---------------------------------
24Duuet Gnct 4.40- x 2.5N
9.809ss-03 a - =62

0.3s11 b porim m
6.35002-02c omqtb m

—oGutyp8
idu3 Se3id ~
!---------------------------------

IsaMIot Dnc3 4.00. x 2.0-
8.09S3S-03 a w m’2

0.31S0 b 3orim rn
5.0800Z-02 c w m

—odms~
a- Solid tgpa

~---------------------------------
~ Diffn80s 8“ - 14.5.
8.09832-03● hmaI M*2

0.3190 b -ti a
0.36S2 c 3anqth m

1.S430=-02 d ~ m“z
0.4813 ● *X m

—oGMtq@
iti Solid ~

1 ---------------------------------

0.0000 A IPI
0.0000 B Pb (p)
0.1959 c Iul
S7.564 D Pb(U)
0.0000 s SdOt
0.0000 W work

3.S70=-03 G U-a
332.33 E H_m

2 -----------------------,

Pa
*

m~sfs

*
w
n

a*31s
w

.---------

1.6667 a q-

787.57 s . d.
0.S672 C zko kq/n*3

3021.9 D ;.. S}WS
0.1331 E Wldx

2.11932-05 J? mI kqlsh
3.247SI!-03G ba- 1/s
4.1327s-04 E &lx =
2.S77SG-04 I M- *
1.0000S+0S J rbo_E 4/m.3
1.00002+0s K c_s .71kqm
1.00002+08 L 20 Ulmn

3 ---------------------------------

652.0s A IPI
-2.72S4 B Ph(P) z
0.1957 c Iul m“31s
S7.569 D Pb(Dl w
-0.3307 E BdOt w
-0.3307 m work u
-0.3307 G ht2n U

4 ---------------------------------

23s3.1 A ipl
-2.7636 B Pk(p) :
0.1s32 c Iui nA3\s
e7.570 D Fb(ul d=s
-o.6e34 l!BdOt w
-o.es34 = * w
-0.3327 G 2oa* ??

5 ---------------------------------

6239.7 A )Pl
‘2.7041 B Pb(p) k
o.17e5 c m &31s

S7.619 D Pb(U) *
-2.1369 E E&t w
-2.1369 T Wark w
-1.4535 G ~t3n W

!-------------------------------- 6 ---------------------------------
XsQmCt UUet 6.03. x 3.5.
I.e430x-02 8 _ =“2 4672.3 A Ipl

o.4e13 b POrh m -2.6931 B =(P) 2
e.e9002-02e mmptb m 0.1705 c Iul =-3/s

e7.664 u Pb (u) d=s
-2.3437 Z -t w

—oou~ -2.3437 s UOsk w
ickd Solid x -0.206E G 208t2n W
!---------------------------------7 ---------------------------------
3soDuct 32bou6.03- 20X S.ON
1.S430E-02 m _ M*2 ss74.e a IPI m

0.4S13 b ~ m -2.66S0 B Pk(P) &q
0.2020 e raaqth m (11) 0.14s6 c Iul m~3/s

e7.7~9 D Pk(U) *
-2.Silo z EdOt w

Mm860GMtypa -2.8110 r Wark w
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gss volume iu front
of leftloudspeaker

loudspeaker
properties

gss volume behind
left loudspeaker

id9a2 Solid typa -0.4673 G ~tIn W

!---------------------------------s ---------------------------------
~t mxct 6.03n ID x 6.5”
1.84308-02a m *2 5217.9 A IPI Pa

0.4813 b 2arim m -2.6461 B Ph(P) -
0.1431 c L9ngtb m 0.2387 C IUI XF318

87.807 D Pb(u) 4
-3.1603 r,B&t w

—Otityp -3.1903 F Wock w
irb&l Solid 3YP -0.379s G wtxn w
!---------------------------------9 ---------------------------------
2suDu.=t Duct 6.1OIIID x 3.9*
1.8655s-02* M =’2 4471.6 A ipl Pa

0.4S46 b 2oria m -2.6357 B 2h(p) *
7.4613&-02 e _ = 0.1198 C )U\ m~31s

87.852 DPb(ul . dog
-3.35s9 E s&t w

—Oumstypa -3.3699 1?work w
i&al Solid ~ -0.1696 G ~t3n W
!---------------------------------lo ---------------------------------

~t—~
6471.6 ● -t .1OA? 4471.6 A~
6Ab~

! --------------------------------- 11 ---------------------------------
Tss3wob BmanCb P0d3

661.51 ● h(m) P8-8/d3 a 4471.6 A Ipl
-7.63268+04b h(Zb) Pa-s/#3 G -2.6337 B Sk(p) E

S.27242-02C IU[ nA31s
86.8S0 D Ph(u) W
2.2633 E E&t w

—oGut.J3m 2.2635 r hk u
i&al solid typ -5.4334 G work z w
!---------------------------------22 --------------------=------------
~t mahat0P0d3
4.7757s-03 ● w m*2 7358.0 A IPI Pa

0.2450 b ~ a -2.7457 B Ph(P) w
0.1016 c mr+gUa m 7.90142-02c Iul =~3/*

86.879 D Pb(U) *
1.6063 E Sdot w

—Oou typo 1.9063 1?WOSk w
a- B02idm -0.3572 G ~tIQ W
!---------------------------------13 ---------------------------------
IsuDust Bmtm- Fad 3
6.4130s-03 ● 2x.8 m*2 7368.7 A IPI P=

0.8977 b him m -2.7454 B Ph(P) ~
1.798~-03 c ~ m 6.94778-02C luI #3/ 8

86.843 D Ph(Ul W
1.83s3 z mot w

—oo!u~ 1.5393 r work w
i&d So2id tyP.o -6.6663B-02 S wUa W

! --------------------------------- 14 ---------------------------------

T=02yw” “ -3 mA2 8106.4 A IPI Pa
. 5.0440 b R & -2.S754 B Ph(P) w

1.5000E-03c L R 6.9674s-02 C IUI m~318
1s.300 dBx L T% S6.649 D Ph(U) *

6.50001&02 ● M 4 0.8677 P,w w
7896.8 fx Xl= 0.S677 IFwork w

4.3100 g h S-s/n 3.7601 G Work2m W
25.09S h IVI v G 2S.099 n volts v
243.00 i Ph(V) d-g 0.5360 I AR@S A

55.624 J Pb(&) d8v
736.88 K [RI 28

snu60GMtypa ‘4.1434 L Ph(R) d-s
id981 Solid tyP8 -4.7616 M ~th v
!---------------------------------~ ---------------------------------
ISUDUct 88GkvG2-P0d3
5.4%3s-03 a w mA2 8133.5 A IPI Pa

0.S310 b ~ m ‘2.5774 B Ph(p) 4
0.1417 c Lmlgt21 m 6.77232-0S C lul n*3is

-2.8774 D 2b(u) w
0.2742 z Edot w

—OGM- 0.2762 1?l?ork w
idsd Solid type -0.5917 G Wt30 W
!---------------------------------15 ---------------------------------
~ 8m*P0d3
5.463%-02 a - DA2 s132.5 A IPI Pa

-2.5774 B Pb(p) *
8.2.342R-18c Iul #3/s
-232.% D Ph(U) w
-2.8707S-14 E R&t w

—oGM @pa -2.87072-14F Work u
i& Solid typo -0.2761 G EUa W

surke behind
left loudspeaker
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I

gas volumek front
of rightloudspeaker

loudspeaker
properties

gss volume behind
rightloudspeaker

! --------------------------------- ~.J

SsROzad ~P0d3
0.0000 a 31(1/z) .17G?
0.0000 b 1(1/Z) .17s?

—OGU*

i&ml Solid tppa
1---------------------------------*8

= SaCkvOl- 3 -8
a v4?rp4t .12A?

25A b“3mdidr
~--—-----------------------------39
fw2swcA SsanCb Poole
-B34B.2 8 A,(m) P8-sh-3 G
-7.2434s+04b ~(~) Pa-s/m-3 G

—Oasqp

id881 So2id tyy
! --------------------------------- 20
Xs0r2kt Tmbat0s0d4
4.7757X-OSa U =“2

0.2630 b ~ m
0.1016 c Lm@I m

—Ouuqp

*W So3id 23P.
!---------------------------------21
130suct Wats- 206 4
6.4130E-02a _ m-2

0.8977 b ~im m
1.7903S-02c ~ m

—Owutypa

~ sOlidqTpa
~--------------------------------- 22

-S=@—= Worb SDd4
—14- ad m’2

4.8310 b R -
1.5000S-03 c L E
16.800 dBx L ~

6.5000S-02 ● M %7
8064.0 fx uf=

4.7700 g k u-sin
43.09s b IVI v G

243.00 i Pb(V) &p

—owMQ/p9

ithd solid ~

!---------------------------------23
2sucwct SaCbvOl- Pad 4
5.4953S-02 a &- m-2

0.S310 b ~ m
0.1417 c Lm@l m

—oGm8typ

id9d So3id tppo
! --------------------------------- 24

===@ =fJ=P-~
S. 4953S-02 ● ~ m~2

—o GM*

i- S03id w
!---------------------------------25

+, ~s0d4
0.0000 * I?(l/s) =35s?
0.0000 b I (l/Z) Q5n?

---------------------------------

8152.5 A Ipl
-2.8774 B Pb(P.)

8.2S4SS-1S C 191
-232.% D 5b(u)

-2.8707s-14 Y!Edvt
-2.8707s-14 F RO*
-1.07366-17 G R[l/S)
-6.1810S-18 E I(l/Z)
3Q7.89 s T

---------------.-------
K

----------

8232.5 A~

--—-— ----------------------

447x .6 A IPI Ya
-2.6357 s SIJ(P) *

8.87702-02 C IWI n~3/8
93.640 D PI)(u) *

-3s .863 !! BdOt w
-33.8S2 !3 work w

27.269 Gwor4c F w
----. ---------------u ------------

7630.5 * IPI
-1.8289 B sb(p)

8. 5066s-02 C IUI
64.226 D 8b(uI

-33.2Ps P#mat
-33.292 !? W

-0.3995 G atm
------—-------------.-

Pa
-

=“31s
W
w
w
n

----------

7432.0 A lpi
-1.8191 B Pb(p)

7.5716S-02 C IUl
64.960 D Pb(Ul

-33.350 s mot
-33.360 r WE*

-6.2s36s-02 G 2oau0
--.--------------------

SS09. 6 A 1P]
5.2520 B sh(p) &

7. 5723s-02 C IUI m*3/s
%.092 D Pb(Dl W
1.0S48 E Sdot w
1.0248 ~ WOrb w
04.231 GworHn W
43.093 E v01t8 v

4.3039 x -s A
24.7S6 J SII(S9) *

1702.5 X IRI P=
37.857 L Sb(sx) *

-49.846 MsOatIn w
------------------------ ---------

8859.7 A lpi
5.2660 B 2%(P)

7. 3600s-05 C KIl
5.2640 D Pb(Ul
0.3260 E B&t
0.3S60 F ~

-0.6988 G EutIn
-----------------------

Pa

d=s
m’3/s

w
w
w
w

----------

8859.7 a IPI
5.2660 B Pb(P)

5.6400W-17 C IUI
2s0.19 D 5b(u)

-1.0566B-13 B A&t
-1.05632-13r WOxb

-0.3S60 G htlm
-----------------------

8859.7 A IPI h
5.2660 B ~(p) W

5.6600z-17 C IuI m*3/s
2S0.18 D Sb(U) w

-1.0543s-13 1!SdOt w
-1.os43g-13 1?Worb w
-3.3455E-17 G R(l/Z)

right lou&Peaker

surbce behind
rightloudspeaker
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heatexchanger
algorithmbelieved

accuratewithina
factorof 2

targettotlxstackend
temperature

UM4SOGU*
idul Solid tyP=

! --------------------------------- 26
PIuoEmmwt saekvelm 6 mss
82s6.0 8 -t (t)

23A bSosAds
!---------------------------------27
13uDuct L09ar sod
1.8S55E-02 m 3Ymm n“?.

0.4868 b ~ m
7.4623S-02 c L8n@b m

—Oumsqp
i- Solid tyP
!---------------------------------28
Iscauct sod-m m
1.S430S-02 ● _ =“2

0.4s13 b -h n
7.6300s-02c G9nptb m

suuso GMt3p8
i&d Solid *

7.20032-17 H 1(1/Z)
307.S9 I 7! x

-------------------..----—----

8859.7 As34m

---------------------------------

6337.6 A lpi
‘2.785.9 B Sb(p)

6.23S42-02 C IUI
-s4.s17 D Pk(U)
27.144 = S&k
27.X44 Z Work
-0.1252 G U2111

-----------------------

38
*

RP318
*
w
w
w

----------

6317.s A lpi Pa

-2.S67S B Sk(p) d=s
7.3S362-02 C IUI a~31*
-s5 .660 D PII(U) -
27.016 3!-t w

27.016 ? Wruk n
-0.3S74 G hUn U

~---------------------------------29 ---------------------------------

~t -t n-t ~
1.7213s-03a w &2 6154.7 A Ipl Pa

0.5327 b GuA/A -2.84S3 B Pb(p) w
1.2700S-02 c Len@b m 7.2167S-02 C IUI =-316
6.3300E-04 d YO m -S6.177 D Sb(u) 48P
-133.27 ● BomtIn m (3 -96.2S3 E Sdot w
307.s4 f mt-!r K (t) 2S.791 I?120rk w

-2S3.27 G -t w
305.7s n M4t41z x

—oDms~ 3.S70S3-03 1 u_= m~318

~ solid typa 352.32 J E_m w
!-------------——--— ----------so ---------------------------------
2Txnsct -~
2.0176S-02 ● _

0.7030 b -A
0.1324 e ~

4.06602-04d ●

1.1813s-04* @bta
6.3500s-03 f b

80u80Gms*
*ton Solid ~
t-----------------------

s-
MA2 55s4.9 a Ipl

0.3ssl B Pk(P)
m 9.09s32-03 c Iul
D -ss.863 D Pb(u)
= -23.024 B SdOt
m 2.7306 1?Work

307.89 G ~bq
300.67 E T-d
-23.040 I slM3rk
3.77s22-03 .7 u_a
27S.2S x R_=

----------31 -----------------------

“—sz8rmt==t =-=
300.67 ● ~ .33A? 300.67 A ~

308 b pasbdm
!---------------------------------32 ---------------------------------
~t Cdd et m~
1.7213s-0S a - mA2 5563.4 A Ipl

0.9300 b G=M/A 0.6SS4 B Pk(@ 23
6.3600s-03 c Z4npth m 9.16S3B-02 C IUI m~3[s
1.0416s-03d YO m -s9.03s D Pk(Ul -
1s.417 a nuun W (t) 0.0000 z Edot w

2s3.00 f sat-r K (t) 2.3718 ~ Work w
o.s30hm2 * typo 23.024 G -t u

~ SoHd x 301.41 u ek817! X
!---------------------------------33 ---------------------------------
313suuct = ups~ Duct
1.7213s-02 ● Aram mA2 5536.0 A IPI Pa

0.4631 b 3or5m m 0.6262 B pb(p.) W
9.7333s-0s c maptb s 9.26S32-02 C IUI

0.0000 d SrOU@
mA3/8

-8s.047 D Sk (U) d%7
0.0000 E SdOt w

aaD4so DM@p9 2.3S66 ~ Wosk w
i- Solid ~ 0.0000 G -2111 w
!--------------------------------- 34 ---------------------------------
2sDDuct = D0vn8~ Duct
1.7213s-02 = A?m8 mA2 3619.2 a 1P! m

0.4661 b -im = 0.6259 B %(P) -
5.9033B-03c LmIqth n 9.3303s-02 C 191 e3/al

-S9.0S2 D Pb(u) *
2.3474 E B&t u

—owe 2.3474 1?work 14
iA83 Solid ~ 2.3474 e Hutxn w
!---------------------------------* ---------------------------------

algorithmfor
rectangularpore
stackfoundin
ArnowBas$&
Raspet(1991)

source of electrical
heat used to control
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ductwork
downstreamof cold

heatexchanger

ISOCOna Css tistroam coma
1.7212W-02 = ~ mA2 5509.2 A IPI

0.4631 b SorhI m 0.6253 B *(p) z
3.8100s-03c 3atlptb 9.3733s-02 C IUI w~3/e
2.01733!-02d ~ 3n:2 -89.055 D ~ (u) -

0.5033 ● ** m 2.3416 E E&t w
88wuo Gutypa 2.3416 F WOZk w
idad 202id 4ypa ‘5.8846S-03 G ~ti W

I
! ---------------------------------

Ismuct met 6.31n 3D x 4.0-
2.0173S-02a 2um4 M*2

0.5033 b -* ~
0.1022 c ~ a

8nDuo Gm8qpm
id41 So3idtPW
~---------------------------------
IsuDuct Duct 6.03. x 6.5-
1.S4306-02 ● - =’2

0.4S13 b ~ia M
0.1651 c L9ngtb m
0.0000 d S$xm~

6amu80GMqp9
idmal S02idtpp,

! ---------------------------------

IsuDu5t 2.lban6.03W m S.On
1.S430W-02 a A?mm *2

0.4813 b 3oa5a m
0.2020 c Lmqth m

4n9Mo GMiyp8
idnl Solid ~

! ---------------------------------

I
3sDDuctM 6.03- x 3.s=
1.S430Z-02a Asas *2

0.4S13 b ~ a

ductbetweenelbow S. SSOOS-02 c mngtb m

and dilhser
0.0000 d Sronsb

I

lower ductwork
connecting diffuser to

—Otitypa
i- Solid tppg

! ---------------------------------

2socm19 DiffmsOm s“ - 14.5.

1.S430B-02a 2UOSI &2
0.4S13 b ~ m
0.3662 c ~ m

S.0962S-03d ~ =-2
0.3190 ● POrti a

—o GM*
idnl Sc.lidt3p.B
t---------------------------------
IsuDuct cnct 4.00. m x 2.0.
S.0992S-03a AI-U m’-2

0.31S0 b tih -
5.0800W-02c L8ngtb m

tee 4ansosMqp
i&al solid typa

I ! ---------------------------------

12UDUct Duct 4.40. x 2.5.
9. S096B-03 ● A?ms *2

0.2322 b ~ -
6.3300g-02c ~ m

0.0000 d Sxonqb

mwMo Gm6*
i&d Solid typ

! ---------------------------------

~ 92%~84Ar Rcputy

36 ---------------------------------

5263.S A IPI Pa
0.4116 B PII(P) w
0.1058 c Iul 8P3[8

-s9. 137 D 3b(U) -
2.1s5s E Sdat w
2.185S 2’= w

-0.1557 G u48t3m W
37 ---------------------------------

4707.0 A IPI Ps
0.3SS6 B HI(P) dss
0.2225 c 191 @3 fs

-s9.2ss D Ph(U) *
1.4s55 s s&t w
1.ss55 1?Woxb w
-0.2603 G titlh u

38 ---------------------------------

3947.9 A IPl Pa
0.366s B Pb(p) *
0.1403 c Iul m-3fs

-s9.303 D l?b(U) +7
1.604S 1!~ w
1.604S F WOrk w
-0.3207 G Eo8t311 w

39 ---------------------------------

33s3. 1 A !Pl
0.3640 s SUP) &
0.1471 c Iul n*3f*

-s9.22s D Ph(U) -s
1.46ss z BdOt w
1.462s F work Tt
-0.1419 6 ma w

40 ---------------------------------

10s4 .9 A IPI P*
0.3160 B 2b(p) -
0.162s c Iul n&318

-s9.37s D l?h(U) w
0.4676 E S&t w
0.4676 ~ WOrb w

-O.9s52 G Emt2n W
41 ---------------------------------

551.33 A tP1
0.3300 B Pb (p)
0.1616 c Iul

-s9.379 D PII(U)
0.2s63 s E&t
0.2243 1???osb

-0.2413 G 208t2m
42 -----------------------

G
m-3fs

-
w
w
w

.----------

3.s46--22 A lpl

67.430 B Pb(p)

0.161S C IUI
-ss.3s0 D Ph(U)

-2.63873-13x SdOt
-2.33672-13F W*

-0.S263 G S4st2n
43 -----------------------

P*

-s
=“3/s

*
w
u
w

----------

1.6667 A ~
77S.2S R a d.
o.Ssso c m bS/mA3

30s1. 9
0.2s9s E Ko

2. 0s4s=-05 r
yms-: ; ;; ~%

m
2: S206S-04 I ddtas m

I elbow treated as
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horn equation
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thennophysical
propertiesof
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.
computesAu. I

C4xnputesWu fioln
left loudspeaker

segment defines
conditions at lower

pressure node

1. 0000x+OS J rim-s 4/m43
—oo88qp4 1.0000s+0s x c_8 a1411t
id9n.1 Solid ~ 1.0000B+08 L Ws W/m/It
!---------------------------------44 ---------------------------------

~t m
73.252 ● -t (t) 73.229 A Wssval
2C2D*ti*30G30E-*

!---------------------------------45 ---------------------------------
~t Q=.

91.700 * -t (t) 96.253 A EOW3V82
442 33G +

!---------------------------------44 ---------------------------------
~t Dri- 3 2cu4utic ~

27.166 = -t (t) -0.9446 A ~
1231SB- SIWllA*M *.0079 ● Ob*l?I* SA/ 08/-

!---------—----------------------47 ---------------------------------
~t nrim4Ac0tmtic 309a

27.266 ● -t (t) 34.166 A ~
162 23s - SIWl~ *23X*.0079* Ob *PI* 3?L/ Oa/-

T---------------------------------4s ---------------------------------
30?r2ad Ps98- I?* at ?-

0.0000 a m(z) 48G? 3.S444E-32 A lpi 3?8
0.0000 b 2=(%) 462? 47.450 B Sb(p) *

0.161S C IuI m*3/s
-a9.3so D 2b(Wl *

-2.S5S72-13 E Sdot w
-2.S5S72-13 r work w
-3.1015G-16 G -(Z)

—oGM* 1.3S742-16 E I-(Z)
iA82 Solid x 300.47 I r K

? - -- i.afe-tion bdou - ~-**m-=
! mu q Uiob to -ati this iofomtioa bu?m •~ 8 -
! UbOra gGU ti23 (ia~tivdy) 8p.cifg ● diffat iimration
!-. Bd4tti8-*Onlvif vOII~vbmOu-~!

computes

MO+Q

computes Wm from
rightloudspeaker

IsvAsa 906071111i 214 ;191-1923382s5
mlu3s 9101171172161251 2523114S14S2
SPEC2ALS 1711

restart information
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ENDNOTES

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

JBL Professional (Northridge, CA 91329) Model 2206H/J 300 mm Low Frequency

Transducer

Omega Engineering(StamforQ CT 06907) Model KQSS-1 16(U)

Cole-Parmer InstrumentCompany (Vernon Hills, IL 60661) Model N064-63 (ST)

Hewlett Packard (Palo Alto, CA 94304) Model HP33 120A

MTI Instruments(Latham,NY 12110) Model Fotonics 1000 with 3812 module

JBL Professional @Jorthridge,CA 91329) Model 22061WJ300 mm Low Frequency

Transducer

Hewlett Packard (Palo Alto, CA 94304) Model 35665A

ElectroScientific Industries(Portkm~ OR 97229) Model PVB 300

Hewlett Packard (Palo Alto, CA 94304) Model 35665A Installationand

Verification Guide pp. 1-7.

[10] Omega Engineering (Stamfor~ CT 06907) Model TMQSS-020(U)

[11] Fuji Blowers bought at W. W. Granger(Denver, CO 80223) Model 42753

[12] Meriam Instrument(ClevekmQ OH 44102) Model 50MW20-1 1/2

[13] Wallace and Tieman (Vinekm~ NJ 08360) Model FA-141

[14] Endevco (San .TuanCapitrano,CA 92675) Model 851OB-2
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[15] Keithley (Solo~ OH 44139) Model 175 Mukirneter

[16] Omega Engineering(Stamford CT 06907) Model KQSS-1 16(U)

[17] Ashcrofl (Costa Mesa CA 92626) Model 8437

[18] Meriam Instrument(Clevelan~ OH 44102) Model 50MW20-1 1/2 Installationand

Operating Instructions.

[19] KeitMey (SO1OLOH 44139) Model 175 Mukimeter

[20] This value is absolute limit of error found on p. Z-168 Omega Temperature

Handboolq Vol. 29. Omega Engineering(Stamfor~ CT 06907).

[21] This value is absolutelimit of error found on p. Z-188 Omega Temperature

Handboolq Vol. 29. Omega Engineering(Stamford CT 06907).

[22] Endevco (San JuanCapitrano,CA 92675) Model 851OC-5O

[23] Omega Engineering(StamforQ CT 06907) Model HH21

[24] Omega Engineering(Stamfor~ CT 06907) Model TMQSS-020(U)

[25] Endevco (San JuanCapitrano,CA 92675) Model 851OB-5

[26] EGtkG InstrumentsCo~oration (Princetoq NJ 08543) Model 5301

[27] Keithley (Solo% OH 44139) Model 175 Multimeter

[28] Wallace and Tiernan(Vinekm~ NJ 08360) Model FA-129

[29] This value is absolute limit of error found on p. Z-188 Omega Temperature

Handboolq Vol. 29. Omega Engineering (Stamfor~ CT 06907).
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